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NO; I.

hours of the night that he could summon
communícAtíóñ¡
MIND YOUR OWN BtlNESS.
MR. McDUFFIE.
musical ideas.
___ _
___
.........the
. busi.
The speech of this distinguished Southern
The
man who„ interferes
with
A
few
days since, Mrs. ----- , who lives not fifty
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY MORNING, BY
Cimarosa was fond of noise ; he liked to ness of others, almost alwas neglects his Orator, on arriving at Baltimore, on Saturday miles from this place, mefwith a very uncomfortable;
JAMES K. REMICII.
last,
is
represented
to
have
been
one
of
his
if not dangerous adventure ; an account of which, Mr,
have his friends about him when he compo- own ; and....................
while doing thatwhich no one
Office on the Main-Streeq-opposite the Meeting-House.
you may insert, if you please, as follows
sed. It was while he was amusing himself thanks him for, he not unfreqently permits happiest efforts. The following sketch of Editor,
Her father and mother, who are veterans in the causis
his
remarks
is
given
by
the
editor
of
the
Bal

terms of the gazette ANrb palladium.
with them that he projected his Horatii and his family to come to want. No man who
of inlemperaace, paying her a visit, and doubtless
timore Patriot.
Two dollars per annum, if paid within the year.— his Matrimonio segreto ; two of the best
knowing their welcome would be enhanced if they
strictly attends to what ought ) interest him
He spoke of Andrew Jackson, as amiser- brought ardent spirits with them, had accordingly
Interest will be charged on all subscriptions which Italian operas ever produced. Frequently,
will have time or inclmatid to meddle erable old man, in whom a heroic courage still provided theinselveà w'ilh a bottle of gin for their de
remain unpaid at the expiration of the year.—No
in a single night, he wrote the subjects of with the concerns of his neighors ! he will lived, amidst the decay of every other quality. praved appetites; Ip a short tithe the whole family
paper discontinued, except at the option of the pub
were in a state of beastly intoxication, and so remained
eight or ten charming airs, which he after pursue his own course, and lave others to He represented him as one who was made tinti!
their gin was expended. Mrs. —then; doubt
lisher, until all arrearages are paid.
the
dupe
of
a
set
of
reptiles
about
him,
who
wards finished in the midst of his friends.
less thinking that a dish of léá would revivé thërti fréni
do the same ; he will be gaerous to be
The publisher does not hold himself responsible for
were
practising
upon
him
to
accomplish
their
théir
maudlin revel, proceeded with a tottering step td
Sacchini Could not write a line unless his lieve that other folks know jomething as
any error in any advertisement beyond the amount
own selfish aims, and Who were rushing him draw some water from thé well with which té préparé
wife
was
at
his
side,
and
bis
cats,
whose
well as himself. It is intolerale to be con headlong upon that fate, in which he would thrtl beverage.« To her this was an unlucky nioment;
'Charged for'its insertion.
gracefulness he much admired, were play tinually bored in this way, in he most triv soon find himself without a fiiend or adhe for as she stooped, (being still drunken,) to lift lijé pail
over the well curb, the ponderosity of her head overing about him.
ial every day business of lifei What is it rent, in a land in which but a few years ago balanced that of her heels nnd she “ toppled dowrt ...
MISCELLANEOUS.
Paesiello composed in bed. It was be to me if my neighbor permitshis cucum he was proclaimed its Chief Magistrate by headlong^ agaztvM the pro/tcting stones to the distancé
^2 feet.— Wk tin I afterwards looked into the well td
tween the sheets that he planned the Bar ber vines to run on the grouid instead of thousands upon thousands of well disposed | of
ANECDOTES OE MUSIC AND MUSICIANS.
see where" the dessent was.ifra.de, the appearance calk
ber ofSeville. Anfossi,a composer ofgreat furnishing them with bushes,las 1 do—or hearts. He spoke of this reptile crew around I ed to my mind a passage i ri the “ Rejected Addresses,”
In the cdur&e ofour late readings we have
merit, who died young, could not write a rubs his razor on an old book cner, instead the President, as beings who would in a where Vistino.» is represented as pushihg Sòme rebel*
Tound some anecdotes connected with music,
Hindoo deity ¡¡«to' an abyss of great depth, ana
note unless he was surrounded by roast fowls of a metallic strap—or prun 's ¡vs fimit trees short time be found creeping and skulking Hous
...
into their hiding plabes, the very first to fob wc are told/';; t,
that may prove entertaining to our readers. and smoking sausages.
Haydn, solitary with a coarse or fine saw ? V ’>4 right have sake him whom they had ruined and efisgrt'J• Nine c tí tu ríés botlhced he from cavern to rock,
The ancient iusU-ument, the^ saekbuf ' and sotier ~as Newton, never presumed to
And
his
head;
as
he
tumbled,
went
nicketty
knock.
which is frequently mentioned in the sacred i compose until he had placed on his finger I to find fault with the dress cr education of ced. After commenting upon some of the
But td proceed with the story of her accident—wheii
his
family?
with
the
color
o/his
hat
or
the
doctrines
put
forth
by
the
President
during
writings, was preserved from the ashes of ,
at the bottom of the well, she managed to fin
the ring given him by the great Frederick, cut of his coat ? And ifhebuilda house the last six months, and shewing that they arrived
ish her summerset by regaining her feet, as there wai
Mount Vesuvius.
When the cities ofHerwere
the
very
essence
of
tyranny
and
usurpa

which, he said, was necessary to inspire his does
,
not more than a foot and a half of water. One of her
it concern me whetherjt fronts north
'culaneuip and Pompeii were discovered, imagination.— Phil. Gaz.
< or sooth—or whether it be lage or small ? tion, in which exposition he was heard with children, in a few moments, looking out at the window
tme of these instruments was dug up, after
attentive ears, he adverted to the triumphs and seeing her mother’s shoes laying by thé well’s
If it does not—if it be my neighbor’s right which were every where attending upon the side, and herself not in sight, ran to see whëré shë was;
having been buried about two thousand
[From the N. Y. Journal of Commerce.]
to consult his own taste in these matters, let patriotic efforts of the Opposition. He spoke and looking down beheld het as you might ekpect in à
.years by that dreadful catastrophe. The
very uncomfortable situation, gazing àt the stats. Im
PERPETUAL MOTION AND ALCHEMY.
,
us yield him this right, and attend to our of the triumph in New York, and as appro mediately an alarm wás sounded for the neighbors td
lower part of it was made of bronze, and
Of all the studies to which the human (
own business.
However, if when dipping priate thereto, he quoted the words of Rich lend their assistance and ina short lime, to use thd
the upper, with the mouth-piece, of solid mind
i
has been directed, none have so far ,
words of an old Scottish song, with a slight alteration :
3d.
gold. The King of Na pies presented it to <and extensively engrossed the attention of ,our fingers into other people’sporrldge dish ard
“ Out camé the gude man, and high he shouted,
“
Now
is
the
winter
of
our
discontent
we chance to get them icalded, let it
camé the gude wife, and low she looted ;
the King of Great Brilian, and from this mankind, as the sciences of perpetual mo- es,
j
“ Made glorious summer by this sun ojf York.” Out
And a’ the town neighbors were gathered about it ;
teach
us
to
mind
nobody
’
s
business
but
our
antique the instruments now called by the tion
I
This had an electrical effect and was de And there was Mrs.
and alchemy. How many thousands ,own.
1 trow !”
ceived with repeated applause.
Italians Tromboni, have been fashioned. have
I
been perplexed and ruined, in the pur
After sonrte consultation’; by those assembled, ho#
He
said
that
the
Tyrant
was
losing
ground
In quality of tone it has not been equalled suit
!
they should release her from captivity, they were un*
of what we are loth to call science,
Iron jFheels.—We saw a wagon in in almost every quarter—that he had so stirred der the necessity of uncording a bed-stead that they
by any of modern make, and musicians al whihi their labors have ended alone in vain (
court-st. this forenoon, which from the nov up the free spirit of this people by his usurp might obtain a rope insufficient length to reach frond
lege that it has done more towards augment- delusion.
i
,el construction of the wheels, excited con ing doctrines and measures, that the defeat the surface of the groünd tb her. A man then de
and having fastened it around her waist;
ing the sublime effects of the orchestra, than
No two studies so fully demonstrate the <siderable curiosity in the passers-by. They and death of all his hopes and designs were scended,
they managed by dint of muscular effort to draw her,
any of the known instruments.
] limits of our powers and intellect, and the
inevitable»
He
declared;
that
the
President
from
the
well,
for she was not able to ascend herself
were made entirely of iron—the outer part
The Artaxerxes of Metastio was perform- presumption
i
and vanity of those who at- (of the wheel was formed from a single piece was already deserted by many of those States; because Of her drunkenness and the bruises which shd
had
received
w
’
hile descending. Although, Mr; Editor;
ed in one of the first theatres of Rome, with Itempt to imitate or dive into the mysteries (
which had heretofore given him their warm
of iron about an inch and a half square—the est support; and that he was now drawing. we do not wish people to plunge head and shoulders
the music of Bertoni ; the inimitable Pac- iof the Omnipotent.
> into the cold water system, in the mannef that Mrs.
spokes Were round, and five eighths of an
chiarotti exeeflted the part of Arbacis.
Whilst aggravated disappointment has at inch in diameter. The naves were con near, to the last act of the drama. He said --did ; yet we hope it will be an advantage to her;
for said she, *'I votv by all that is good and gracious
that
the
Tyrant
was
now
in
the
situation
of
During the third representation, at the fa- Itended the labors of Philosophers in these <
structed in a new ahd ingenious manner, by Richard; just before the fatal field of Bos 1 riever will drink a drop of aident spirits again.”
mous Judgment scene, in which the author branches
!
of knowledge, secretly whisper which the friction is much diminished ; and worth, When his trembling messengers came We hope her Vow will be remembered;
VERITY.
had placed a short symphony after the words ing
i
to the human heart the insignificance of ithe whole appearance of the wheels convey to him one after another, announcing the de
“ Epper rono innocente,” i
its power, nothing more loudly or more for- (ed the idea of usefulness, neatness and sim sertion of his followers.
From Callao.—The brig Rebetica, Huddle;
the beauty of the situation, the music, the cibly
<
My Gracious Sovreign, says one, New York j from Pernambuco, April 10, was spoken 6th.
displays the existence of a God, and plicity.
i
is gone. Another brings the unwelcome ti I inst. and reported the arrival at thaft place of
expression of the singer, had so enraptured the
i
simplicity by which creative wisdom
On inquiry, we learned that these wheels
the musicians, that Pacchiarotti perceived, has
1
affected mighty works—dumb-founding were calculated to sustain a weight of a ton dings, that New Jersey is leaving him. Anoth i a British brig in 69 days from Callao, which
er—that Philadelphia and Baltimore have
after he had uttered these words, that the and
i
perplexing the intellects of his creatures. sand a half—and that wheels of the ordinary gone ! A fourth, announces the desertion of : informed that a contest between the port and
orchestra did not proceed. Displeased, he How
.
splendid and instructive are the lessons (construction, to sustain so great a weight, some of his most influential friends in different Lima was raging with great violence wheri
she left; The disturbance is supposed to be
turned angrily to the leader—“ What are we
*1
may glean from the toils of those mis- would
.
weigh about the same as these newly parts of the country. My Lord, says a fifth, Caused by the enemies of the present Presi
you about ?” The leader, as if waked from guided
|
individuals whose labors have failed iinvented wheels. The expense also we VIRGINIA IS GONE—“ Stanley's gone."
dent.
a trance, sobbed out with great simplicity, iin these vague pursuits 1 from the darkness •
It's false ! exclaims the Tyrant. Out on ye
were informed, will not vary materially
“ We are crying.” In fact, not one of the <of past ages a star has indeed arisen, that |
slaves. Nothing but songs of death 1
TVrflJt—-This cpuntry is likelV to be CODfrom those in common use. They were
imprisonment ot Col. Austin, lounger ui ........
performers had thought of the passage, and guule,
I
wticl/hris^the'wl’oTc hear?with4ove —
. and we believeMfis is the first atirmpt of as on the fatal field of his last struggle—the tin’s colony. The Colonel is accused by the
all li^d their eyes filled with .ears, fixed on J
1the kind to manufacture all the parts of the Bosivorth, where his career of usurpation is to Mexican government of having excited thd
the stranger.
5and reverence.
P
erpetual
M
otion
.
<wheel of iron. The advantages to be deri have its termination. Here he described him colony to insurrection, and driving aWay the
At Brescia, in 1790, lived a man, who of
To accomplish this object, we have but ved
i
from this invention, are neatness, safety as defeated and forsaken by all his reptile Mexican troops. The Colonel is now under
all others in Italy, was the most affected by
band, and as tottering about the field alone, going his trial in the city of Mexico; and fears
music. He passed his life in hearing it. to
I overcome two obstacles, viz. the friction jand durability.— Phil. Gaz.
and in the madness and frenzy of despair ex were entertained for his life; Should he be
of
atmosphereand
that
of
the
axis
of
suspen

When it pleased him, he slipped off his shoes <
claiming
executed, his death will be fevehged, and a
Simple indeed ! Yet we can alone
We had the pleasure last week of exam “ A horse, a horse, my kingdomfor d horse." Civil war must be the result.
without being aware of it, and if the pathet- sion.
J
j
xAt this, which was delivered in a manner
a specimen of antiquity in a Sword re
JV*. O. Mer. Adv.
ic was carried to its height, he was accus- <effect the former. Here then is the entire ining
of our difficulty ;—one that no pow- ,cently found at Windsor in this State. It equal to Booth or the elder Kean, the most
tomed to throw them over his head upon solution
:
er of the human mind has effected or can was discovered projecting from the bank of deafening applause and bravos ensued.
Cholera in the JFesL—The New Orleans
the spectators.
The bold spirited and unqualifying speak
Haydn, in his nineteenth year, wrote the ever effect. Man need only raise his eyes Connecticut river, eight feet below the sur er next commented upon some of the feat- Bee, of the 24th ult. says, “ the Cholera has
music for the opera of the Devil on two Sticks to the spangled firmament and he will be face of the ground.—The blade is strait,1 ures of the protest. He showed that the doc broken out on board the steamer Philadel
phia—She landed a detachment of U. States
for a manager named CurtZ, a man of spirit hold “ Motion perpetual and uniform.” about 18 inches in length, bearing the date trines of that high toned, daring paper if sus troops at Montgomery’« Point on Sunday
Those
lovely
planets
have
revolved
in
their
of
1554,
with
a
German
motto
signifying,
tained, would leave us neither laws nor gov morning, the commanding officer of which,
and taste, and difficult to please. Haydn
remarks that he had great difficulty in find spheres from the commencement of the cre as we understand, “ God is with us.” The ernment, but would place us at the mercy stated to our informant that six of his corps
ing out a mode of representing the motion ation, and they will continue their course guard is gone, evidently corroded oft by the and disposal of One Man. He asked, if the I'had been attacked with the disease,- one of
people knew the subject of this paper ? He
of the waves in a tempest of this opera, nev until the same power that first moved them rush How long it had lain buried in the told them that it was not the object of the whom had died ; two other« were supposed
er having seen either the sea or a storm. shall deny their further revolution. What earth no one knows, though not improbably President to have a war of words With the dangerous.—There had been a few case«
the passengers of the boat, one of
While engaged on the composition, at the power but Almighty Wisdom could effect nearly two centuries. It was finally brought Senate, but that it was put forth to see how among
'
to light by the gradual changes in the cur far the People would be willing to sustain whom had died.—Charleston Patriot.
piano-forte, CurtZ paced up and down the so great a work !
Alchemy.
rent of the river.— Connecticut Courant.
him in bis attempt to put down that gallant,
room in great agitation. “ Imagine,” said
A letter from Louisville, 29th ult. states tfiiii
The delightful study of Chemistry has
patriotic body. He said the object of Andrew the Cholera is very bad on the river. A boat
he, “ a mountain rising, and then a valley
sinking ; and then another mountain,and displayed the vagueness of this pursuit.
Ink Spots.—It is perhaps not generally Jackson was to destroy the Senate first, and from New Orleans, arrived on the day previ
then he Would direct his attacks upon the
then another valley ; the valleys and the The whole material globe, with all its intri known that a piece of blotting paper, crum other branch of the Legislature; should it not ous, having lost 17 of her passengers, 8 of
them cabin.
mountains follow one after the other, with cate and varied phenomena, is composed pled together to make it firm, and just wet continue its abject submission to his will.
rapidity ; and at every moment alps and alone of 52 or 56 simples, of which Gold is ted, will take ink out of mahogany. Piub
Mr. McDuffie appealed to the citizens aNEW-ORLEANS, APRÍL
one. To produce this all desired substance the spot hard with the wetted paper, when round to say whether they would submit to
abysses succeed each other.”
Another Steamboat Accident.—We under
This fine description was of no avail. (which no human effort can decompose or it instantly disappears ; and the white mark such Tyranny ? The response was—NO— stand by the arrival last night of the steamer5
In vain did the distressed manager add the render compound J simple people have en from the operation may be immediately re NO—NEVER—from thousands of stentori Missourian, that the steamboat St. Loui«
an voices. He Concluded, by calling upon bursted her boilers on the lower Rapid—six
thunder and lightning. “ Come, describe deavored to manufacture it by compound moved by rubbing the table with a cloth.
them rather than submit to these things, to persons were killed,' and fourteen Wounded^
ing
simples.
“
Strange
Anomaly
1
”
to
enfor me all these horrors,” he repeated inces
Mirror.
strike for their liberties and sustain to the last,
deavor
to
construct
of
numerous
simples,
santly, “ but particularly represent distinct
our glorious Constitution. He proclaimed
The Columbia (Hudson) Republican says,'
that which is created alone of one. After
ly these mountains and valleys.”
Good Pilotage.—Nothing is more amu that the departed spirits of the Revolution, of that it is rumored, and generally believed, that
;
all
our
labors
in
the
grand
and
delightful
Haydn drew his fingers rapidly over the
sing than the alacrity of Irishmen in getting Washington, Ad>ams, Jefferson and Pat Mr. Van Buren has written to his friertdsirt
key-board, ran through the semitones, trieef pursuits of Chemistry, which has now made into scrapes, aud the happy niavete and rick Henry, were hovering over the land,
Kinderhook, urging them not to oppose the*
abundance of sevenths, passed from the us acquainted with the secrets of Nature, blunders by means of which they endeavor beckoning us on and calling upon us to stand restoration of the deposites and the reCharter
by
our
How
free
institutions.
In
the
spirit
of
our
own
composition,
and
our
station
as
ra

lowest notes of the bass to the highest of the
of the United States Bank any Íongeí-, ftOr to
to extricate themselves.
A captain of a
treble. CurtZ was still dissatisfied.
At tional beings on the Earth, we find our ulti man-of-war, newly appointed to a ship on the elder Brutus, as he stood over the body of sanction the doctrines of the Protest, as these'
the
violated
Lucretia,
swear
that
you
Will
last the young man, out of all patience, ex mate research opposed by insuperable bar the Irish station, took the precaution, in never cease your opposition to tyranny until two measures Vvill ruin the Administration/
tended his hands to the two ends of the riers. After investigating our globe in its ‘ beating out’ of harbor, to apprise the pilot you shall have restored the purity of your and they must all go down together Uhlésá
they retrace their steps.
harpsichord, and bringing them rapidly to present confused state, (which appears the that he was totally unacquainted with the dishonoured Constitution.
wreck
ofa
more
perfect
and
beautiful
dwellgether, exclaimed “ the devil take the tem
coast, and therefore he must rely entirely
desolating frost passed oVéf Miami coun 
The fate of this Protest reminds me of an ty,AOhio,
pest !” “ That’s it, that’s it,” cried the jngj—after separating and decomposing on the pilot’s local knowledge for the safety
on the night of the 26th ult. Fruit
manager, springing upon his neck, and al the innumerable substances of which our of his ship. 1 You are perfectly sure, pilot, other anecdote ; several years ago an inhabi of every description, except currant«; is total
tant
from
Bunckum
in
North
Carolina,
going
planetary
ball
is
composed
—
we
discover
most stifling him.
you are well acquainted with the coast ?’
Kentucky, met a Kentuckian, leaving his ly destroyed.
A singular instance of the power of mu the whole formed of little more than 50 ‘ Do I know my own name, Sir.’ ‘ Well, to
State,
on the mountains which separate it
On the 11th ult. Mr. Joseph Ñowláh, of
sic in producing forgetfulness, is recorded simples.
mind I warn you not to approach too near from the parent State. The Buhckum man
Surely
a
voice
speaks
to
man
in
this
in

Wilkes
county, S. C. was accidently shot by
of Senesino, a performer. He was engaged
asked
the
Kentuckian
what
was
the
news
in
heavenly eloquence. to the shore.’ ‘Now, make yersilfasy, Kentucky. He said, nothing, but that there Mr. Charles Simpson, while engaged in a tur
to appear in a London theatre, in the part vestigation with
sir;
in
troth,
you
may
go
to
bed
it
you
of a tyrant : the celebrated Farinelli, who “ These are the handiworks of thy Creator, plase.’ ‘ Then* shall we stand on ? ‘Why had been a great revival and stir in Religion ; key hunt. The deceased was imitating at
turkey call, which deceived Mr. S. afid an
E. P. K.
had been giving concerts in the country, thou shalt go no further.”
—what else would we do r’ ‘ Yes, but almost every body was converted ;and they swering it, he cautiously approached, until
had driven the devil out of the State. Ahl
arrived only a few hours before the repre
there may be hidden dangers, which you says the Bunckum man ; and pray, sir, can seeing as he supposed; the object of his pur
sentation, and the unfortunate hero and the Phrenology.—Not long since a gentleman know nothing about.’
‘ Dangers !—I’d
tell me where he is gone to ? We are suit, he raised his rifle and fired Witlx fatal
cruel tyrant, saw one another for the first found a large turnip in his field of the resem like to see dangers dare hide themselves; you
not
certain,
replied the Kentuckian, Uut ac effect.
time on the stage. When Farinelli came blance and features of the human head. from Mick. Sure don’t I tell you I know cording to our latest accounts, he had taken
Struck
with
the
curiosity,
he
took
a
cast
A Mr. Fabian, of Bristol, Pa.- came to Lis'
to the first air, in which he supplicates for
every rock on the coast
fhere the shipi refuge in Bunckum, in North Carolina. I
mercy, he sung it with so much sweetness from it, and sent it to a phrenologist, stating strikes} ‘ and that’s one of em.
am sure, Mr. President, he did not long re death last week by a very trifling accident/
and expression, that the poor tyrant totally that it was taken from the head of Baron
main in that peaceful and orderly communi a splinter under the thumb nail,- of the depth
Metropolitan.
ty, and I rather think, that, at this time, he of not more than the eighth pf án inch. Aforgetting himself, threw himself upon his Pompolino, a distinguished Hanoverian,
has taken up his abode in the Kitchen Cab bout four weeks after, he took Cold in the in
and
requesting
his
opinion.
After
having
neck, and repeatedly embraced him.
jured part, mortification ensued; and he died
Franklin.—When Franklin went to inet.—Clay's Speech, April 25.
examined
it,
he
declared
that
there
was
an
It is said of Gluck, that in order to warm
after suffering great agony for nine days.
England,
previous
to
the
breaking
out
of
the
his imagination, he was accustomed to place unusual prominence, which denoted that he
Great
haul
of
great
Fish.
—
Some
fishermen
American war, he stepped into Mr. Hett’s
The Legislature of New York ad^ourhéd
himself in the middle ofa beautiful meadow. was a man of acute mind, and quick per
at Carpenter’s Point took at a single haul, up
In this situation, with his piano before him, ception. The opinion he transmitted to the printing office, in Hold-street, London, and wards of eight hundred Rock Fish, of the lar on Tuesday,1 sine die, after á session of 121
going
up
to
a
particular
press,
thus
ad

and a bottle of campaigne on each side, he owner of the cast, requesting, as a particu
gest size we ever saw. Some of them weigh days, during which they had passed 294 acts
wrote in the open air some of his most cel lar favor, that he might see the head. To dressed the two men who were working : ed upwards of 100 pounds, and the most of and resolves. Awo'ng them are acts for the
this he politely replied, “ He should have ‘ come, my friends, we will drink together. them averaged between 50 and 100 lbs. incorporation of eight banks, and to1 increase’
ebrated works.
It is now forty years since I worked like They were selling this morning in market, at the capital of another.
Sarti, on the contrary, required a spa felt a pleasure in complying with the re
you, at this same press, as a journeyman from 50 cents to one dollar for the largest/
quest
:
but
he
was
very
sorry
to
say,
he
cious dark room, dimly illumined by the
Strawberries and Green Peas were jusf
printer.—On this he sent for a gallon of Say one cent a pound for such fish as this.
funeral light of a lamp suspended from the and his family had eaten it the day before ____ .....
coming into market in Mobile, on the 22d A
.1____ ,1____ I. C
’
Unit. GftZfittf.
Balt.
Gazette.
porter,
and
they
drank
(
success
to
printing/
with
a
leg
of
mutton.
”
ceiling ; and it was only in the most silent
MAINE PALLADIUM,

¿tilt

SIS;

"^WT

moved to modif in such a manner, that the 1 [Correspondence of the Portland Advertiser.]
period of adjournment might be fixed for the
WASHINGTON, WEDNESDAY, MAY 14, 1834.
16th of June. fr. Polk in reply to a ques
Things are rather drowsy hete today. The
TWENTY-THIRD CONGRESS....FIRST SESSION.
SATURDAY, MAY 84, 1834.
Later from. France,—French papers of the
tion of Mr. Vintji,. said it was his intention Senators from Ohio fanned up something
9th ult. have been received at New York by
to call up the bi; regulating the term of de of a breeze, but it did not last longi Morrisj
SENATE.-’
JacksoN Reasoning.-“-The Jackson pa
the barque Turbo. We are indebted to our
positing the pubc funds in the State Banks, the Jackson Senator, presented some bitter pers allege that as much fault was found with
MONDAY, MAY 12.
correspondents of the Journal of Commerce
when
the
Appreciation
bills
should
be
dis

resolutions ’from
Ohio, aiiacKiiijf
attacking the
Senate. i
lesuiutiuus
iiuiii vino,
trie oeuaie,
. ,
,
,
7 , „ .
Various memorials relating to the removal
and Daily Advertiser for slips.
posed of. Mr. Viton said that he should not bis colieague, Mr. Ewing and Mr. Clay. As 1 Mr. Jefferson, while President, by the old fidThese papers contain many speculations Of the deposites were presented. A bill was consent to an ajournment, until the bill to for Mr. Clay, they said he was vindictive and ■ eralists, as there now is with Jackson by his
relative to the new Cabinet. Gen. Sebastiani, reported, extending the patent right of John which he allude should be also disposed of. violent—and when Poindexter moved that ’ opponents—therefore—Jackson is treading in
one of the late Ministry, has been appointed Ames, for improvements in the manufacture After some lurtfer conversation, the House, the Resolutions be not received, on account I
Ambassador at the Court of Naples, in the of paper. The General Appropriation Bill, by a vote of 84 > 78, voted to proceed to the of the abuse contained in them, Clay said that 1 the footsteps of Jefferson, is as pure a patriot,
place of M. Durand de Mareuil, formerly from the House of Representatives, was re orders of the dd. The Commutation Pen for his part he had no objection to the recep-1 as able a statesman, as firm a lover of the
French Minister at Washington. The Duke ferred to the Committee on Finance. A bill; sion bill was tafen up and debated at some tion. The Resolution-makers were the los-; constitution and as fully entitled to the con
of Gaete, also one of the late Ministry, has making a donation of a township to the Pol- j length, but waanally recommitted to a com ing party, and they had a right to scold, and I fidence and respect of the people. This is a
been appointed honorary Governor of the ish emigrants was passed—yeas 25, nays 13. mittee of the w°le on the State of the Union so long as he was the winner, he was willing ’
Bank of France. Marshal Soult is the only The Bill for the admission of Arkansas into —ayes 83, nay^fi : and the House adjourn they should scold. As for Ewing, they said . singular method of reasoning—as preposter
member of the present* Cabinet who is a peer the Union as a State, was taken up and again ed.
of him, they could say all manner of things, ous as it is illogical. It is true party politics
laid on the table—yeas 22, nays 19. The re
of France.
provided such things would pass the ordeal raged violently during Jefferson’s administra
Soma disturbances, which were however port and resolution of the Judiciary Commit
WEDNESDAY, MAY 14.
of the Senate. Frelinghuysen objected to tion—it is true that much was said and un
soon suppressed, broke out in Lyons on the tee on the President’s Message relating to the
After the cosideration of various reports of this abuse of members, and after some skir justly said against him—it is true that there
Pension Fund, were taken up, and the res
4th of April.
mishing, the resolutionsj on his motion, were
Serious disturbances took place at Brus olution, after being amended so as to declare, Committees, Ir. Galbraith continued his re laid upon the table. Morris, in the progress were many of the ultra federalists of those
marks
on
thees.olution
of
Mr.
Mardis.
Mr.
that
the
Secretary
of
War
has
no
right
to
ap

sels on the 5th.—The causes are not stated.
of his remarks, denied that there were «any po times whose bitter invectives and denuncia
By the personal intervention of the King, point a pension agent, except by authority of j Boone gave ntice that he should, on the fol litical changes in Ohio, and said that the cur tions manifested more of intemperate zeal
lowing
day,
sk
for
the
consideration
of
his
Congress,
was
laid
upon
the
table.
The
res-1
tranquillity was restored, but not until the
rent against the Bank was stronger than ever. than of discretion and reflection. But where
hotels of the Prince de Linge and the Mar- olution authorizing the purchase of thirteen ' resolution resecting the. adjournment. The
quis de Traseguirs had been nearly demolish- £°Pies of J1]6 Stat<; Papers was adopted-yeas appropriatiomill for the Indian department When he had concluded, Ewing presented a now are the ultra federalists who opposed
e{]w_ Boston Patriot.
naNs
’ anc* after the consideration of and the Indin annuity bill were considered Memorial from Athens, Ohio, a county which Jefferson with so much virulence? On which
in Commute of the Whole.—The Neapoli in the last Presidential election gave about
executive business the Senate adjourned.
The Liverpool Courier of the 9th says—
tan and Russin treaties were communicated 1300 Votes, and about 90 majority to the side are they ? A few may be found in the
“ The Spanish Government has taken the
TUESDAY, MAY 13.
by the Presient,.and the House adjourned. Clay ticket. Two of the Representatives ranks of the opponents of the administration
bold step of interfering in the Portuguese
™/r
,
that instructed him, Mr. Ewing added, were
contest, and a strong military force has; there .
fel,s»ee presented the memorial of 4600
from this county. He now presented 1100 —a majority of them, howTever, are as violent
THURSDAY, MAY 15.
. is eyery reason to believe, already crossed citizens
(',trzfina of
nf the third Congressional district of(
The rules were suspended, in order to con names, (and not from all the townships) pray in support of Jackson now, as they were hos
-**- theV'fiiontief.—The military interference of Massachusetts, o? .the subject of the existing
sider
the reflation of Mr. Boone, fixing the ing for a restoration of the .deposites, and the tile to Jefferson then—as bitter and vindict
Mr. Prentiss .presented a memorial
1 Spain will, it is expected, answer a two-fold distress.
.
recharter of the Bank,*stating that the agri
purpose—put a speedier end to the unnatural iroin »'habitants of Vermont, who were vol 16th of JiiiB as the period of the adjourn cultural interests of that county had been ive against, and as lavish in their abuse of all
contest in Portugal, and counteract the de- i un!eers «»irmgthe last war, praying compen- ment of Cprgress. Mr. Cambreleng express most seriously affected by the derangement who oppose the administration now, as they
ed the opxion, that it was impossible to fix
isation. The report of the Judiciary Comwere unsparing
signs of~ ■"
Don Carlos, and thus eventually
o and reckless in their denunipittee on the Pension fund was made the or- on any day, when various subjects, of very of the currency.; This of course, with súch ¡ -- —*
.restore tranquillity to Spain.”
array of fact versus speculation, was,a po-1 ciations of all who supported the administra*
Mer of the day for Wednesday. Various great impQigi^e, remained to be acted on— an
for Mr. Monis. But from flie best iufor- t¡011
0ur Jackson Governor was a fedBORDEAUX, APRIL 3.
other memorials were presented and the among which was the new and unexpected ser
1 can get, this change is,but an index i
,. , r
.. . ,
. „
■/
A letter from St. Jean de Luz, dated the
attitude assuned by the Bank. He moved to rnation
Senate adjourned.
of the change in all the river counties ;-and ‘ erahst of n0 mild character in former days,
31st ult. states that the Carlists had been de
postpone the resolution, and to make it the
feated in the valley of Bastan. The Queen’s
special orderof the day for Thursday the in the Miami county, the paradise of Ohio, i Many, very many of the office-holders under
WEDNESDAY, MAY 14.
troops under General Quesada had obtained
29th.
After! long debate, the motion pre hitherto the strong hold of Genéral Jackson, j the Governments of this State and of the
Copies of the treaty with Russia, and of
Complete success ; a great number of insur
vailed,
yeas
L6, nays 95. The Indian Ap there have been, it is said, changes equally United States were federalists. Many, very
important.
LUIJL.
How VWUiV.1
could II
it LJV,
be otherwise,
VV IOC. ? VV
when
11C11 (
p
i
7
7
Z»
I
T < 1
/
gents taken prisoners of war, crowned the the Convention with the Two Sicilies, were propriation md the Harbor bills were then 1LIJUV1
wheat
has been as low as 44
cents per
bushel ij n,any of the leaders of the Jackso” P^y
communicated
by
the
President.
Mr.
Morris
.. ..
....—, —.... . v .. U..
A
...vx.
results of this brilliant day.
considered, and the House adjourned.
.
1
were
federalists.
—
These
are
facts
which
no
presented
the
proceedings
of
a
meeting
in
and this depression thus affected by the gen
Extract of a letter of the 1st inst. from Bay
eral stagnation of business. Political man intelligent man who looks about him can de
onne—“ The rebellion, which had been near Ohio, stating at the same time that one of the
FRIDAY, MAY 16.
agement, Morris said, was the cause of the ny.—And where are the supporters of Jeffer
ly stifled in Biscay, has broken out again since resolutions was somewhat objectionable. Mr.
Mr.
Galbraith
concluded
his
remarks
on
the great part of the Queen’s troops have Poindexter objected to the reception of the the resolution of Mr. Mardis. Mr. Stewart depression. Political management ! Ewing son now ? These, too, are divided. Some
been withdrawn into Navarre : Brigadier paper. Mr. M. intimated that it was not dis moved á suspension of the rules, with a view retorted, why, as you boast of having the ma
Espartero has, however, given the insurgents respectful to the Senate, but the epithet ‘ vin of moving that the resolution be laid on the jority, why do you not manage to raise the are found among the advocates of the admin
Mr.. Clay
a new lesson. They were found entrenched i dictive’ was applied to Mr.Clay.
table. The motion prevailed, yeas 115, nays price ? What an idea of men managing to istration, but many of the most eloquent and
in the convent of Bursegna, and were deter- (desired that it might be read, pledging himself
23. Mr. Stewart then made his motion to ruin themselves, and to beggar their own active of his friends are among the warmest
mined from this post to defend the bridge. | .to £lveit one 01 the most good natured replies lay the resolution on the table, but immedi homes and their neighbors !
opponents of Jacksonism—among those who
They made a very obstinate resistance, but |,n the w°rld. The proceedings were then ately afterwards withdrew it. It was renew
tremble at the alarming doctrines and practi
a;?,i
„1with
’fread,theand
were at length dislodged
losswere
of ordered to be laid on the ta
WASHINGTON,
FRIDAY,
MAY
16,
1834.
ed by Mr. Moore of Va. Mr. Adams asked
thirty men killed, and as many prisoners. ble, yeas 21, nays 19. The special order was if the motion was in order. The Chair de
The House of Representatives has been in ces of the administration, and now as then are
Castor, their Chief, effected his escape. The next considered. Mr. Clayton addressed the cided that it was. Mr. A. appealed from the a state of fermentation all day, and many and zealously engaged in support of republican
monks were chained together, and thus con Senate in reply to Mr. Wright, on the subject decision, which after a long debate, was af of various kinds, have, been the speeches.
ducted to Bilboa, where the people received of the Pension Fund, and the Senate ad firmed, yeas 149, nays 13. Mr. Clayton mov Boone’s motion to fix upon the middle of June principles. Where now is Virginia—demo
cratic Virginia—the native state of Jefferson,
journed.
them with cries of“ Put them to death.”
ed to lay the resolution, together with the as the time for ain adjournment of Congress
The Memorial Bordelais of the 3d April,
came up,—and most,amusing scenes occur whose favorite son he was ? Opposed, deT
amendment
of
Mr.
Corwin,
on
the
table.
Mr.
THURSDAY, MAY 15.
says—“ Spain is threatened with a crisis.
McKennan moved for a division of the ques red. Boone is the annual adjournment-mo cidedly opposed to the administration of Gen..
Letters from Madrid announce that the un
A treaty of amity, commerce and naviga tion. The amendment declares the reasons ver ; and generally undertakes the duty of Jackson. Every body of common sense
certain march of the Government only serves tion between the United States and Chili was of the Secretary of the Treasury, for the re sending Congress off. Burges inquired his
to irritate the public mind ; the-evil increases, communicated by the President.
Some dis moval of the deposites, insufficient ; and the reasons for moving an adjournment now. and common intelligence knows that the par
and discontent spreads wider^fend wider. An cussion arose on a motion to print the pro- effect of the division would procure a distinct As Boone is not in the habit of giving rea ty lines, as drawn during Jefferson’s adminis
important personage, attached to the Prime ’ ceedings of a meeting held in Wilmington, vote onthat proposition. The chair pronoun sons, and if he were, could not be very well tration, are extinct, and every body of common
Minister, has written that an explosion was Del.disapproving the President’s Protest: Mr. ced the motion out of order. Both the a- able to give them on the floor of the House, honesty will admit the fact. The ‘ Tim Pick
dreaded at Madrid, so violent appeared the Kane moved that the protest be attached to mendment and the resolution were subse he kept still. Burges then went on to say
state of exasperation. In awaiting the result; the proceedings, and printed with them. This quently withdrawn. The Indian Appropria that he had heard that the member from In erings' of the old federal party are Jackson
we may be allowed to say, that the Queen was almost unanimously rejected, and the tion and Harbor bills were considered, until diana (Mr. Boone) was in the habit of coming leaders and Jackson office-holders now, while
would not have been in this position, if she motion to print was agreed to. The special the hour of adjournment.
to Washington some time before Congress the more moderate and candid of that party are
had been disposed better to understand her order was then considered, on the report of
met, during which time it was probable he arrayed against the administration. This is the
duty and the interests of her dynasty. Ad the Judiciary Committee relative to the Pen
had acquired that mass of information which
SATURDAY, MAY 17.
vice has not been wanting.”
made him ready to go home sooner than oth true state of the case. With what justice, then,
sion Fund. Mr. Clayton moved to amend
The appropriation bill for the improve ers were. Burges also said, that he had also do the Jackson party claim for themselves the
The Madrid Gazette of the 1st inst. con the reported resolutions, by substituting for
tains, in the part which is not official, an ar- them two others, declaring, that the Revolu- ment of harbors, was reported by the Com heard of a member to whom the duty was appellation of exclusive republicans ?—what
t j C.l
•’ L> • '• -1
JsSfeh ’’¿'T3 »’id mittee of the Whole, with varipus.junend- C-Utrgi^^, f&t:ifis"two barrels'of whiskey, and ■*•&***
tn rlonwoTnSCrK» tkeir Oppo
the Cortes.
payment of military pensions, and that no
The Hamburg Correspondent has the fol power is conferred upon any secretary or de The National Gazette gives the following ex puttingone on the top of the other, staid con nents, Without distinction, federalists of the
lowing of 28th ult. from Berlin : “ We learn partment to remove the agency under the last tract of a letter from a very respectable source tented till all was drawn out at the spigot. old school ?
from Vienna thata Courier has been despatch-1 act from the Bank of the United States. Mr. at Washington. The concluding part of it Boone asked Burges if he meant him. Bur
In what particular does Jackson resemble
ed to the Cabinet of the Tuilleries, to convey Kane spoke in opposition to the resolutions will attract the particular attention of the ges said he was but telling a story of a mem
ber of Congress who always moved the ad Jefferson?-Jefferson was a scholar-Jackreader.—Boston Patriot.
to the French Government a declaration, that until the hour of adjournment.
journment. Boone continued to say, that as son has no claim whatever to this appellation.
if the Qanton of Berne should persist in re
WASHINGTON, MAY 12, 1834.
fusing to expel the refugees, conformably to
“We had a rumor here, yesterday, that lor the member from Rhode Island, he would Jefferson was a statesman—when or where
FRIDAY, MAY 16.
as hef have to do with an oldtoadas with
the orders of the Vorort, the Germanic con
A bill, supplementary to the tariffaci of Ju the President intended communicating to him. A laugh of course followed this sally— has Jackson shown himself to be possessed
federation will send a numerous division of
Congress
the
recent
despatches
from
Mr.
federal troops into Switzerland. This dec ly 14, 1832, was passed to a third reading. Livingston in a strong message recom and the Speaker called to order. Burges of statesman-like qualities ?—Jefferson was a
laration, tnoreover, adds, that the Canton of A bill to aid in the construction of a lateral mending non-intercourse, or something equiv retorte.d, that he could not mean the member practical republican—he forwarded a circular
Berne has set itself in direct opposition with rail road from Baltimore to Washington, was alent thereto, in relation to France. The re from Indiana, for when he could tap the buns:, to the officers under the U. S. Government,
the other European States, by the reception considered, and various propositions for port turns out to have been at least prema he could never touch the spigot. Thus eli requesting them not to take an active part in
of foreign rebels and the favorable treatment amendment were made, which were not dis ture ; but Mr. Wilkins, in moving this morn ded this scene.
posed of, when the Senate adjourned to Mon
After this, Mr. Cambreleng ofNew York— elections—he was opposed to “ bringing the
of the national demagogues.
ing that the Senate should elect a member of
day.
Lastly, a hint given to the French Govern
the Committee of Foreign Affairs in the mark the political character of the mover- power and patronage of Government in con
ment that arl intervention in this affair would
place of Mr. Rives, intimated that the busi got up, and moved to postpone Boone’s Res-1 flict with the freedom of elections,” nor did
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
be regarded by the Germanic Confederation
ness likely to come before that committee olution for two weeks, assigning as a reasoii he deem it indispensable that every applicant
as a declaration of war. Although Louis
was of the most serious import. The claims that there was before Congress a great amount for office, in order to be successful, should be
MONDAY, MAY 12.
Philippe participates in this view of the ques
1 he amendments made by the Senate to belong principally to the Eastern States and of business upon which it would be difficult
tion, it appears that his Council are not in' the Military Appropriation Bill, were agreed to our commercial towns, and the constituents to act if the day of adjournment was now fix a supporter of his/administration and an ad
accord upon it. It is believed here that the to. The resolution of Mr. Selden, for the of the Opposition members have the greatest ed, and that the time necessary to transact it vocate of all his doctrines. How is it with
King of the French will employ his utmost appointment of a Committee, to consist of interest in their being ultimately obtained. could not be well known. A debate arose. Jackson ?—look at the untiring efforts and
f°r
°ffnovv* Some were
efforts to bring about the expulsion of the one member from each State, to report a plan On individual accounts, also, II trn.t
uusl thnr
tnat |I
L
• ,at!
Slttin£ 11 out The excitement was great. exeitions of those who hold office under
Poles from Switzerland, and the removal of of safe and uniform currency, and for the nothing will be done from partisan
consider
Z reached ; and it so hap- his administration—look at the proscription
But at ffiatVh^n
last a vote was
the revolutionists of that country ; and if reference of the Oneida Co. N. Y. memorial ations, that may prevent the" final execution penned
name of David Crockett list, the long roll of removals for opinion’s
France will not receive these prescripts, they to that committee, was taken up and after de of the treaty; but it cannot be denied that npn
wTsPHcathat
ied ™hQ„
was called
will be sent to America.”
bate, laid on the table by the casting vote of the administration have mismanaged the af- hunter
and bye the Clerk, the illustrious bear- sake, and then answer. Jefferson was ever
just returned
returned
the Speaker; and the House adjourned.
fair. Mr. Rives s.hou d never havP Lfi r
>• ~ 1 catamount flogger, jusi
-....................................
vote of hi
d h‘S «°rth» -n t0Ur’ ePte^ the hall, and disposed to grant to Congress quite as much
From Buenos Ayres.—By the brig Maine,
France without obtaining the vote
of
the
vote of th« cried out “ aye” in aloud tone of voice The power, to say the least, as t|ie framers of the
we have received Buenos Ayres papers to
Chambers Oil his arrival here last autumn,
HT
IV
. .
TUESD A Y, MA Y 1 3.
sudden appearance of the distinguished Col Constitution intended it should possess. Jackthe 22d of March.
Air. Wise of Virginia, presented a memo he induced Mr. Everett to move for the cor
These papers contain much detail relative to rial from Gloucester county, protesting against respondence, all of which Mr. Livingston created great sensation. The members flock son has ever manifested a disposition to di
the invasion of the Oriental territory by Gen.I: the removal of the deposites, and moved a courteously placed at the disposition of Mr ed to him from all quarters,—and of all par
Lavalleja. This personage has issued several j; reference to a select Committee of seven, to Rives, and the parts published were selected ties—and gave the Colonel the heartiest minish the Legislative and add to the Execu
proclainations, in which be denounces Gen. Ii be chosen by ballot, with instructions to re- by him. Among them was a letter in which shakes of the hand. So great was the dis tive power : so that, while Jefferson was wil
Rivera, President of the Republic, as guilty ofI. port the following resolutions :
he states that he had cajoled the French and turbance, that the Clerk was compelled to ling to concede almost supreme power to the
high treason, and declares all his adherents I Resolved, That the custody and control of obtained more than twice what was due (a stop the calling of the roll, and it was some Representatives of the People, Jackson has at
traitors. He also suspends all civil officers, the moneys of the United States, not appro fact which turns out unfortunately not to be time before any thing like order was restored.
excepting Justices of the Peace.—It is stated priated by law, and not disbursed under ap tiue ;) and viat the commercial advantages The CoIone, then talked over his northern tempted to render them the mere instruments
in the Montevideo papers, that this officer propriations by law, are, by the Constitution, given in lieu of those stipulated for by the -tower.” The glorification of Gen. Jackson, of Executive will.—Jackson’s natural or ac
commenced his enterprise with the some placed under the order and direction of the Louisiana treaty, were really of no import said he is a l gone. Where do you come quired abilities will bear no comparison with
what limited force of 70 men, but it is hard Congress of the United States, which order an óe, as they would have been introduced from ? he asked some of the Jackson mem those of Jefferson. Jackson’s principles^—rly credible that it could have been under and diiection must be made by law in the into the Tariff by Congress without the prof bers from New England. « I did not see
taken, without some assurance of support.
form of bills or joint orders, votes or resolu fer of an equivalent. The printed document but two Jackson men in all Yankee land.” what are they ? To day one thing, to-morrow
The House of Representatives of Buenos tions, upon which the President of the U. must have-made its way to Paris, and could !he Colonel then showed his presents, his another,—to day a declaration, to-morrow an
Ayres were very busily, occupied with the States has simply the power of a negative, not have been without influence on the vote gold headed cane, made out of the timber of explanation. His own ‘ glory’ and the grati
old Ironsides, not the new figure-headed frig
consideration of financial matters.
subject to a vote of two-thirds of each House of the Chambers.”
ate, he said, on which they had put an image fication of his own will seem to be the lead
of Congress.
Boston Patriot.
and his seal, over Which, surmounting two ing objects of his administration.
Resolved, That no change of the Constitu [Correspondence of the United States Gazette.]
race
horses running with all their might, is—
The complaints against Jefferson’s adminis
Fresh Beef from New York.—The packet tion of the United States is necessary to au
WASHINGTON, MAY 12.
“ go ahead ” Many of the members took tration were not very similar to those urged
ship Virginia, captain Harris, arrived at this thorize the Congress of the United States
Sene,ralJy understood here, that impression from the seal ; and I dare say,
port on Monday last after a quick but tem to entrust the custody of the public money, Mr. Van Buren, some ten days ago, wrote to wil hang them up “ as mirrors,” as General against Jackson’s. The policy of the former
pestuous passage of seventeen days from not appropriated by law and not disbursed New York ; and, in the course of his letter, Jackson said he would hang up the boots pre m regard to our intercourse with foreign
New York. Beef which had been taken on under appropriations by law, whenever or stated that as public opinion seemed to be sented to him. You see from all this how
board at that city was quite fresh on the ar howsoever obtained, to other agency than that setting so strongly against the course of the Ex popular Crockett is in the House. In truth, powers was considered ruinous—the com
mercial restrictions imposed by acts of Con
rival of the ship at this port and a portion of of the Executive Department, and that the ecutive, that it would be absolutely necessary he is a queer genius.
it formed a dish at a dinner party the other custody of the public money must not be ne to change the policy of the government in
gress during that period were severely felt—
day. Fresh provisions from Ireland were a cessarily, under the Constitution, entrused to reference to these matters. Mr. Van Buren’s
Maryland.—The following indecent notice by many they were considered unnecessary,
idea seems to have taken possession of his
novelty until the introduction of steam navi the Executive Department.
Resolved, That Congress can take out of party, and accordingly it is said that a num appears in the columns of the Baltimore and by such were violently opposed. There
gation, but though venison has been occasion
is no resemblance between the situation of
ally imported, fresh beef from America is a the hands of the Executive Department the ber of the members have signed a protest, (I Jackson papers :
Attention 1 ! ¡—Those young men of Bal Jackson’s and Jefferson’s administrations.
custody of the public property or money, presume that is the fashionable term ) or re
greater novelty.—Liverpool Albion.
without an assumption of Executive power, monstrance, addressed to Gen. Jackson, timore, who are willing to pledge life, for
or a subversion of the first principles of the which has been submitted to him ; and tune, and sacred honor, in the support of Jackson is opposed for waging war against
A few days since the wife of Mr, C. B. Constitution.
their patriotic Chief Magistrate against the home industry—for setting up his own will
Wetherbee, of Belmont, Me. stepped out of And that said Committee be further in which embodies the same view of the sub lawless course ofthe Factious Senate, are re
as law—for rejecting his constitutional advi
ject
as
that
which
was
expressed
by
Mr.
Van
the house to go to one of her neighbors for a structed to report such measures as it may
quested to assemble on Thursday evening
I am - told
sers—for attempting to destroy or weaken the
.
.
--------- that
------ ~ this xremonstrance
wiuuiion cllJUU
moment, leaving a child sitting in the dbor, deem necessary and proper to provide for the Buren.
next,
the
15th
inst.
at
half
past
seven
o
’
clock,
yy 1
mu is in very strong terms, and drawn lid in such at the Columbian Gardens.
it linn safe 1 ikeeping,
•
about two years old, was attracted by the fifutuie
influence of the Senate—for disregarding
control, and
disposition ' a manner as to produce an eff-^ —
j
a.s,t0 Pr.°f,uce an effect on the mind
screams of her child, hastened back, where of .he public property and moneys, and to of the President
We have not yet learned the result of this the laws of the country—for establishing dan
if any thinsj can do so.
she found an old sow had dragged the child assert, maintain and protect the constitutional
invocation to the young men of Baltimore to gerous precedents—for violating the consti
from the door and was eating its little hand. powers of Congress over the public property
sacrifice life, fortune and honor.—Bos. Pat.
Connecticut.—A State Convention has been
tution. In the days of Jefferson clamor was
The thumb was entirely eat off and devoured and public purse.
’ '
held 111
in ^ew-naven,
New-Haven, at whit
which a plan was reand the hand greatly chewed up.—It is fear
On mnt.nn nf w, r
.
Ije,u
The election in Catskill took place on raised because the trade and commerce of the
ed the hand will have to be amputated.
1 organization of Monday. In this place, in 1831, the Jackson country were injured by acts of the adminis
Eastern Argus.
majority vvas 150. This year, there is an ag tration. Whether these acts were necessary
gregate Whig majority of 74-.—I
oi unnecessary, is a question the decision of
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winch does riot at all affect the argument, al
though We believe his warmest admirers and
most prominent friends, at the present day,
do not frefjuently allude to these acts as evi
dence of his statesmanship.—The present
administration is opposed for its usurpations
of power, for its steps towards monarchy
—because it is believed our institutions
are in danger from its measures— because
it is believed if its principles and practices
are sustained by the people, Liberty can
not long abide among us., What reason
or consistency is there, then, in the pre
tensions of the Jackson party, that the sol
emn protestations against the unconstitution
al acts and dangerous assumptions of power
on the part of Gen. Jackson should be disre
garded and unheeded by the people, because
Mr. Jefferson’s administration was opposed
with quite as much bitterness as is Mr. Jack
son’s ? This, truly, is one of the most shame
less and futile of the arguments with which
the office holders have endeavored to prop
tip their sinking cause.

Zafer from Francé.—Paris pâpetë of did [ and èsfreciàtìy thè workingmè >eheìd within- In Limington, 12th inst. Mary Shephard, only
1-th ult. and Havre of the 15th have been i dignation the assassination of (rummer and a child of Rev. Hazael Lucas, aged 2 years.
PROBATE NOTICE
received at New York, by the packet ship 1 grenadier of thé 7th Legionvho were walkIn Limerick, Mrs. Mehitable; wife, of .Mr. Wil
Poland. Our own files to the same dates I in£ al°ue.—An officer of the ¡tiff on his way liam Clark.
At a Court of Probate holdeH at York, with
In Berwick, 28th ult. Olive Jane, child of Mr.
have also reached us.—Boston Patriot.
”with orders for the 12th leiirt received a
in and for the county of York, on thé
bullet,
which
pierced
his
ar
and
entered
his
James
Goodwin,
aged
10
months
and
18
days.
It appears that disturbances have occurred
first Monday of May, in the year of our
side»
His,
life
however
is
not|ispaired
of.
The
In
Medford,
Mass.
M-r^i
Mary
Ann
Paul,
Wife
in the two chief cities of France -.—first in Ly' i % 1119 ,nowe»ve.r lTs .no,lISPa,1ætl oi • 'Lhe
Lord eighteen hundred and thirty-fourj by the
ons, and afterwards in Paris. The immedi- fra‘lonal »uardsand toe Lmeæeived each oth- of Mr. George Paul, formerly of Eliot, Me. and
Honorable WM. A. HAYES, Judge of said
er with cries of Vive la Ga^de ational ! Vive la daughter of the late Mr. James Pickering; of
Court :
XC„ar P.J’f
'”°!ve'lle",s' particularly Ligne!
At the
the Pointe
Pointe SÌ.
fttaehe the
’ne ! At
St. Ektache
the baììiì
barri- Newmarket, N. H.
N the petition of John S. Foss, a fired-,
that of Paris, is not clearly stated : though 1 cades were carried
by a columnf utwo
battalions
~•TT
rr v yu>
fr iu.
/413
In Portland, Cotton B. Brooks, Esq. aged 69.
the passage of the late law relative to political of the 4th legion ofthe Nation! Guards, one of In Monmouth, Benjamin White, Sheriff of
itor to tbe estate of Isaac Lane, late of
associations has not probably been without its the 10th, one of the 1st, and' battalion of the Kennebec County. Mr. W. was a man much
Hollis, esquire, deceased; praying that ad
influence. The efforts of the government to 54th of the Line. M. Chapm Col. of the 4th beloved in private life, and has held a number of ministration of the estate of said deceased
suppress them were zealouly seconded by the legion, a most gallant officer, w: wounded in the public stations. He was in 1832 Speaker of the may be granted to him thé said Foss 5
military, and were attended with entire suc arm by a bullet, and was repced in the com . House of Representatives, and acquitted himself
ORDERED—That the petitioner give no
cess. They appear to have been regarded, mand by Gen Allez. The lams, as a matter of to general satisfaction. His funeral took place tice thereof to all persons interested in said
course,
were
broken
by
the
inirgents
in
a
part
!
on
Sunday
last,
and
we
learn
was
attended
by
a
however, as of quite a serious character, in
of the Rues St. Denis and St. lartin as well as j concourse of 12 or 1500 people from his Own arid estate, by causing a copy of this order to be
dependently of the loss of life by which they in
several of the adjacent strets, but their ab
towns. He left a wife, but no chil published in the Kennebunk Gazette; printed
were accompanied. The office of the Tribune sence was made up for by the ¡habitants light neighborin'»
in Kennebunk, in said county, three weeks
dren —Hallowell Advocate.
at Paris, was forcibly closed, in consequence ing up their houses. The Minier of the Inte
successively, that they may appear at a Pro
of the representations it gave of the state of rior remained almost constantly ahorseback du
bate Court to be holden at Saco, in said
SHIP NEWS.
affairs in Lyons. In the latter city, it appears ring the evening. He was witl&en. Bugeaud
county, on the first Mondaj7 in June nexfy
that five or six hundred, of the insurgents, at the attack of a barricade ; a yn-ns- auditor of
at ten of the clock in the forenoon, and
KENNEBUNK, MAY 24, |834.
and two hundred of the military, were killed the Council of State, an officer i the National
shew cause, if any they have, why the prayer*
ARRIVED.
or wounded. The whole number of the kill Guards, who was on horsebackiy his side’,-re
of said petition should not be granted.
ceived
a
bullet
in
the
collar
bone,
k
great
num

May 11—Sbh. Osprey, Perkins, from Boston,
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
ed and wounded in Paris is represented as
ber
of
prisoners
were
made
at
the
arious
barri

full freight merchandise to E. Perkins and others.
A true copy—Attest,
not exceeding one hundred.
cades. As the Dukes of Orleans,nd Nemours
13— Brig Maine. Perkins, from Porto Rico, via
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
In the Chamber of Deputies, on the 14th of were passing the Rue du Ponceu, two shots
Boston, Sugar and Molasses to E Perkins.
May 17.
April, the Minister of Public Instruction de were fired at them, happily without-ffect.
14
—
Sch.
Ploughboy,
Walker,
from
Boston,
clared that all danger was over;—that it had
P. S.—(One o’clock)—-His Majes; is now re sundry merchandise to sundry consignees.
STATE OF MAINE.
The u Jeffersonian,” which has supported arisen in the outset only from the flagitious viewing the troops in the Place « Carrousel,
18—Sch. Mary, Webber, from Boston, sundry
Resolve for establishing an Insane Hospitah
attempts of a band of assassins. A large num preparatory to riding through the quarters of merchandise to John G. Mayo and others.
“ no particular” men or measures for some ber of the deputies repaired to the Palace, to Paris which have become the seat o.disord,er, as
Resolved, That there be allowed find grant
21— Sch. Moro, Ward, from Boston.
time past, is evidently preparing for a re-union express their sentiments to the King, who he did in June 1832, he was reeived by the
22— Sch. Milo, McKenney, Portsmouth.
ed for the purpose of establishing an Insane
troops
and
National
Guards,
as
vfll
as
the
as

with the Argus party. The leading editorial replied to them in a brief and animated ad
SAILED.
Hospital in this State, the sum of Twenty
sembled crowd, with enthusiasticcheers, and
16— Sch. Moro, Ward, for Boston.
Thousand Dollars, to be derived from the
article in the last number of that paper leaves dress, in which after expressing his thanks cries of Vive le Roi I Vive Louis Phlippe 1
17— Sch. Osprey, Perkins, do.
for their concurrence in his views and pur
proceeds ofthe sales of the public lands, and
no room to doubt that it will advocate the re poses, he declared his determination to em
MEMORANDA.
to be paid out of tbe Treasury of tbe State,»
election oflhe present incumbent of the Gu ploy all the power with which he was invest From the Journal du Havre ofte 5th April.
Cid. at Philadelphia, 12th, sch. Isabella, Ste whenever said sums shall be realized and re
Postscript.—Tranquillity is es^blished in venson, Saco.
bernatorial chair—of whom it said not long ’ ed, to repress such movements in future. In
ceived from said source. Said sum to beexAr. at Fall River, 12th, Polly-Ewer, Chasey pended in erecting a suitable building or
the C^ffiber of Peers on tbe same day, the all quarters. The insurgents have»either fled
since- ‘‘Political consistencyJ is not one of'I rpQtni
’atinn
_______________ i
Saco.
or have been arrested.
of order Jr»
in ILyons was announced
Ar. at New-Orleans, 28th ult. ship Arkansas, buildings for an Insane Hospital, in manner
his merits.”—“ About 15 or 16 years ago, Mr. restoration
by the Minister of Foreign Affairs. This
hereinafter provided and described, on condi
New Jersey.—The New York Gazette gives New York. On the bar, ship Pactolus. Towed tion that a like sum of Twenty Thousand
Dunlap in his conversation so much exceed body also repaired to the Palace, and their
to sea, brig Horace.
the
result
of
the
late
election
for
charter
offi

ed the common measure of violence fas an address was received by the King with ex
At Mayagüez, 24th ult. ult. Cadmus, White, Dollars be raised by individual donations,
cers in New Brunswick.—Therewas a small
towards erecting and maintaining the same,
advocate of federal men and measures] even pressions of warm acknowledgment of their Whig majority ; the highest vtte for any Ponce, 3.
uniform spirit and firmness.
At Maracaibo, 26th ult. brig Lucy, Davis, of within twelve months from the passage of an
in Newburyport [where he then resided] that
Accounts from London of the 13th ult. are Whig candidate being 378 ; and on the Jack- Portsmouth, for New-York, at the bar.
Act in reference thereto.
he was commonly called young Tim Picker contained in the French papers, but no par son ticket, 365. Last year there was a deci
Ar. at New-Orleans, 30th ult. brig Lima,
Resolved, That whenever the foregoing
ing.”
Lord,, Havana.
ticulars of importance are given. Those from ded Jackson majority.
condition shall have been complied with, thé
Ar. at Bostoh, 20th, sehr. Isabell a, Stevenson, Governor with advice of Council be and he
Madrid are to the 6th, at which time the city
The Charter Election of the city of Troy from Philadelphia for Saco—put in for a harbor ; hereby is authorized and empowered to pur
Virginia Legislature.—The Richmond was entirely tranquil.
chase a lot of land within the State and pro
Whig says there will be an anti-AdrainistraThe following is stated to be the cause of was held on Tuesday. The Wiiig majority sehr. Ploughboy j Walker, hence.
is six hundred and thirty-five—making a
cure a good and sufficient title and convey
tion majority of 18 in the next Legislature of the late popular movements in Brussels. clear gain of five hundred and filly since the
STATE
OF
MAINE.
ance thereof to the State, which shall be an
that State. “ This is placing it at the lowest The property of the House of Orange had election in 1832.
Secretary
of
State
’
s
office
?
eligible site for an Insane Hospital, regard be
been confiscated by the Belgian government,
possible point.”
Augusta, April 30th, 1834. 5
ing had in the selection of such site, to the
and was to remain until the execution of the
treaty of Nov. 15th, but, in consequence of A Whig victory.—Information has been re PROVISION having been made by the’ centre of population and to the cheapness of
Legislature for defraying wholly or in1 labor and materials for the construction of
John Q. Adams has not intimated that he large claims upon the family, the public treas ceived from Reading, Pa. in reference to the
should resign his seat in Congress at the close ury was compelled to make considerable ad result of the charter election in that borough. part, according to the necessities of such as! I said Hospital ; and also to the amount of domay
the expense of placing_ | nations whicb may be contrjbuted by indi' - make
’ application,
.. ‘ ‘
of the present session, as stated in some of the vances to discharge them. This course was It took place on the 5th inst., and this once at
the American Asylum at Hartford, Conn, viduals towards the erecting and establishing
impregnable fortress of Jacksonism, has ca
censured
by
the
Chambers,
and
the
seques

journals of the day. Mr. McDuffie, in contrators, finding
they were
expect no pitulated to the Whigs. The contest was such Deaf and Dumb persons as may appear the same.
c 1
,
-------- that uiuy
VVUIU to
LU BAilCCl
sequence of the precarious state of his health, |/"
further
aid,’» offered
Pri
avowedly Tory and Whig, Jackson aud anti the most proper subjects foreducation at said
Resolved, That whenever a site shall have
l"
- ----- r the horses of the Trince
in the course of a speech in the House of of Orange for sale. A subscription was raised Jackson, and thé friends of the constitution institution, those who are desirous of obtain- been provided as aforesaid, the Governor
!
ing
aid
from
the
State
for
this
purpose,
are
re

Representatives not long since, intimated for the purchase of four of them, at very high swept all before them. Reading, it should be quested to make application therefor, to the with advice and consent ofthe Council shall
appoint a Board of three Commissioners whd
prices. They were sent as a present to the remembered, is Mr. Muhlenberg’s head quar
that such was his intention.
Prince, and some of the journals published the ters, and the victory is therefore the more Subscriber on or before the 12th day of June shall cause to be erected on said site a Hos
next—stating their age, and their situation and pital and other buildings suitable for the ac
glorious. Huzza for Reading!
The late Snow Storm.—In Haverhill, names of the subscribers, several of whom
that of their near relatives in relation to prop commodation of a Superintendent and of one
Philad. Gazette.
became at once the objects of popular indig
N. H. at 2 o’clock, P. M. on thfc 15th inst. nation. Their houses were pillaged and de
erty.
hundred lunatic persons furiously mad ; agree
TERMS AND CONDITIONS.
Snow had fallen to the depth of 23 inches, stroyed, and they were compelled to retire
The election of town officers in New Cas
able to a plan of the most recent approved
on
which
pupils
are
admitted
into
the
Amer

tle, Del. which took place a few days since,
models for such an institution.
And said
having fallen at the rate of 3 inches an hour from the city.
ican
Asylum.
Commissioners shall have power to make all
It is stated in Paris papers of the 12th, that resul ted in the success mf the Anti-Jackson
for six hours in succession, In Washington,
The
Asylum
will
provide
for
each
pupil,
necessary» VVlJlllAV/lC
contracts i»nd
to
very important despatches had been sent to candidates, by a majority of 27 votes. Hith
,
| .
1
' •
I
*1
»JVWCUUB
1 I U to
LV appoint Agents VV_r
Vt. same day, the snow fell to the depth of,, the maritime department at Brest, with in er, in this town, the Jackson party have inva 1board,
; ’lodging
;
and washing ; the continual’ | superintend the erection of the same, and
cn n orm tn n zl o n no c\ i* L»
111» hn n rl 11 nt
»v> n n 11P I’C
■
in
i
■»
superintendence of health,Conduct, manners who shall report to the Governor and Coun
two feet. In Albany the ground was cover structions to cause the brig Cuirasseur to pro riably had a majority.
and morals ; fuel, candles, stationary and oth cil, a system for the discipline and govern
ceed as rapidly as possible to the U. States.
ed with snow to the depth of 6 inches.
Extract from a letter dated May 15, from a er incidental expenses of the school room, for ment of said establishment, as soon as the
The vessel was under sail in the course of the
gentleman in Penobscot County to the Edi which including tuition, there will be an an same shall be completed.—And said Com
A correspondent of a neighboring Jackson same day.
nual charge of one hundred and fifteen dol missioners shall lay before the Governor and
tors of the Portland Advertiser :
DISTURBANCES AT LYONS,
paper complains bitterly of the United. States
_
lars.
,
v ----- disbursements for the purposes u.
urreci idea
iuta ui
ujv j 7
7
ui ow
Sandte? ’
ci VC happy" state of Lyons, a correct
of the
charges will be made.
examined, audited and allowed as in their1
■,
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9th,
most
be
d.ePeffd uPon K’
b
««
occurrences
of
Wednesday,
1
r
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1
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No pupil will be received for a Ws term discretion they may deem just and proper.
been made in that body against the Execu
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ero nr
.nnnti ofPederful. chan
change
of opinion m
in tho
the fCounty
con
Resolved, That the Treasurer of this State
tive ! But not a word is said about the House, formed. According to letters worthyl of
Bcyciai, no^cob within the last six months. In our than two years, and no deduction from the
fidence, the action commenced at several
! above
charge
will be made. on account
of va-i be authorized —
to-----------receive any
donations,
either
Tillage
I
scarce
know
a
single
Jackson
man.
—
.
Milc
■
»
j----- ----- »—
which is wasting the People’s money in points at the same time, and in part. -r" ti-„
’ !( u rp/js c|ojng t}]e job forthe ! cations or absence, except m case of sickness.; jn money, securities,
its or me
or in any real or other'The Experiment” is ciuiuji me ¡uu »u» ».no, ' , . • >
> • •
.1
endeavoring to sustain tbe illegal and dis town beyond the two rivers which intersect ““ Tories
I! Parks,
Furks, when
w/’ien ¡ie
»¡»aii return
leiu» u a-1
a-j Zach
Each person, applying for admission, must I1 personal
personai estate
estate from any person or persons,persons,
” !!
he shall
graceful course of the President, by resolu it. The efforts of the insurgents, however, moilg his
former
constituents, will
wish
of. which
sha|j....be “appropriated
exclusively
....................
’ ' ' toi
IlCO JU!
UK! VUIlSblbUCIllt),
Will
Ulbtill “ OZd'
\JHJb l 11 ot be under ten or over thirty *years
,
.
f-1
- Revolution
Ht
td pro-1
„jo J age ; of good natural intellect;
capable of: the object aforesaid.
had
intellect ; capable^ot
aforesaid, And that it shall be the
tions and speeches. A resolution, presented were principally directed to the environs of Hickory's” wounds■ -in the
the Palais de Justice, that is, in the quarter
Vigilance,
per-' forming and joining letters with a pen legibly j ^ty of said Treasurer, to keep a distinct and
”
early in the session by Mr. Mardis of AL, beyond the Saone. Driven back upon the ved a little more severe ! ! !—
and correctly ; free from any immoralities of separate account thereof, to be appropriated
which proposed the regulation of the Depos bridges, and afterwards forced from them, severing, determined effort on the part of our 1 conduct,
and from
from any
anv contagious
eontaaious disease.
disease.
j as aforesaid under the order and direction of"
friends can,1firmly believe, redeem Maine from rhndnfiu and
they
were
compelled
to
concentrate
them

certificate of such qualifications will the Governor and Council.
it (State) Banks as the fiscal agents ofthe
the sin of Jacksonism! September will tell.”
selves
in
a
species
of
delta,
the
sides
of
which
be required from one or more ofthe Selectmen
In the House of Representatives, ?
Government, has been the subject of debate
Yours, &c.
were formed by the Rues Merciere, Grenette,
oflhe town orfrom the Assessors of the Planta
March 8, 1834.
$
for an hour or more almost every day for three and de 1’ Hospital, and containing a great
tion in which any applicant may reside.
Read and passed.
A
gentleman
in
Washington
County
wri

months ¡last, and was at last withdrawn
many very narrow and populous streets.
order of the Governor and Council,
NATHAN CLIFFORD, Speaker*
ting us on business, adds :—“ I cannot neg ByROSCOE
G. GREENE, Sec. of State.
tlie mover !—Charges of extravagance, inat Here they were enclosed ever since Wednes lect this opportunity to inform you, that our
In Senatej March 8, 1834;
tention to the people’s interests or of making day, and it was evidently the plan ofthe Gen Eastern people are wide awake. In passing
Read and passed.
eral to keep them as it were blockaded, and
JOSEPH WILLIAMSON, President*
electioneering speeches, come with an ill drive them to Surrender without further effu through a portion of this County 1 took pains
March 8,1834.
OULD inform his friends and the pub
grace from the advocates of the most extrava sion of blood. There are, however, sufficient to make all the enquiry I could, and in every
instance, I was informed that the revolution'
Approved,
ROBERT P. DUNLAP;
lic that he has removed to the store
gant and aristocratic administration ever numbers of lives lost to be deplored. It is was in full progress, and that if all parts of I
ROSCOE G. GREENE^
11 formerly occupied by Messrs. D. Wise & Attest,
Co.,
known since we have become an independ said that about 200 of the troops were on the State should do as well as we expect to,'Ll next door to Messrs. J. & I. Lord’s, where
Secretary of Stale*
that day put hors de combat—120 of these
ent people.
were carried to the hospital, and the rest at the September election, the plague of he is opening a good assortment of
among us.”
were killed on the spot. The losses o.n the Jacksonism will be no longerPortland
JTew
Seasonable GOOEJS,
Adv.
A large meeting of citizens of Vassalborough, side of the rebels were much more consider
which he will sell low for Cash or Country
in this State, was held on the 7th inst. to take in able. It is said that no less than 600 of them
From the proceedings of yesterday, in the Produce..
to consideration the present alarming state of were killed and wounded. The injury done
> SHALL sell at Public Auction^
House of Representatives, the reader will per
Kennebunk, May 23, 1834.
> at Joseph Sayward’s tavern, in
our national affairs. A committee raised for the to the telegraph is attributed to some fugi
ceive that a motion of a member from Alaba
Alfred, on Thursday the 29th day
purpose made a long report, accompanied with tives who escaped from the combat. The ma, concerning the regulation of the public
Temperance
Tales.
, of May inst. at ten of the clock ill
several spirited resolutions, which was adopted. spirit of the peasantry in the neighborhood of money in the State Banks, which has been WTO. 1.—My Mother’s Gold Ring.
Lyons is unquestionably favorable to the the standing topic of the morning hour for -LI No. 2.—Wild Dick and Good Little forenoon, the following valuable Real Estate,
The alarming usurpations of power bj’ the Presi
viz:
maintenance of order.
the last two or three months, has been with Robbin.
dent are temperately discussed but strongly
One undivided fifth part of the Balch Mills
PARIS, APRIL 14.
No.
3.
—
I
am
afraid
there
is
a
God.
drawn.
It
is
but
fair
to
add,
that
a
bill
upon
condemned in the report. Resolutions were
The following despatch dated Lyons, Sat
No. 4.—A Sectarian Thing.—For sale by and privilege, in Shapleigh.
the
same
subject
was
reported,
some
days
Fifty acres of timbered Land in the vicin-»
adopted, among others, approving the political urday, 12th April, 11 in the evening, by tele
D. REMICH.
ago, and referred to a Committee of the
ity of said Mills.
course of Messrs. Sprague of the Senate and Ev graph, was received at Paris yesterday :— Whole.—Nat. Int. of Saturday.
May 24,1834.
A dwelling house, and other buildings at
ans of the House, and tendering thanks to these “ Lyons is delivered. The faubourgs, which
ORTO RICO MOLASSES, SUGAR, Scratch Corner, in Waterborough,
gentlemen for their many and valuable public were occupied by the insurgents, have fallen
From Washington.—We learn that there is
A dwelling house, lot and barn at said
into our power. The communications áre great confusion between the two cabinets, the
& COFFEE. For sàie by
services.
Scratch Corner,—known by the name of the
fully re-established. The mails have resu upper and the under, at Washington. The
JAMES & ISAAC LORD.
Carpenter lot.
med their course. The anarchists are in the scire facias and the French treaty are the
May 24, 1834.
Rev. Dr. Tyler (late of Portland) was in greatest disorder.”
The. farm in Lyman now in occupation of
points of dispute. The kitchen is for war
Simeon Chadbourne, containing about one
augurated as President ofthe Theological In
BACON,
&c
against France and a scire facias against the
DISTURBANCES AT PARIS.
hundred and sixty acres.
stitute of Connecticut and Professer of
Bank—the parlor per contra. Some explo
[From Galignani’s Messenger of April 13.]
Conditions of sale, and further particulars
Miller Hall
Christian Theology, and Rev. Jonathan ÇogsThe band, of rioters who last night attempted sion is expected soon.—Philad. Cour.
made known at the time and place of sale.
AVE just received a lot of Bacon, in
well, as Professor of Ecclesiastical History in to renew the scenes of the Cioitre St. Mary in
TIMOTHY FERGUSON;
fine order, also fresh Figs, Box Raisins
capital have been as we fully anticipated in
The following gentlemen are said to have
South-Berwick, May 2, 1834;
said Institute, on the 4th inst., at East Wind this
our account given in a preceding column, which been nominated by the President of the Uni
and Castana Nuts.
sor.
______________
was-written between 1 and 2 o’clock this morn ted States, to the Senate, to be Government
May 23, 1834.
Commissioners^ Notice.
ing, defeated at every point by the bravery and
Information is wanted of one Ebenezer devotion of the troops and the National Guards Directors of the Bank of the United States
HE subscribers to the Mousam Manu
HE subscribers having been appointed
for
the
current
year,
viz
:
Henry
Horn,
Rob

Rolf, supposed to reside in this State. who vied with each other in zeal and energy to put
facturing Company, are hereby notifi
by tbe Judge of Probate for the Coun
erts Vaux, Charles McAllister, of Philadel
ed to meet at Kennebunk, on Tuesday, the ty of York to receive and examine the claims
Any intelligence respecting him, communi an end to these lawless and and desperate outra phia ; Joseph‘White, of Baltimore ; and Saul
ges. The insurgents had placed themselves at
27th
of
May
inst.
at
ten
o
’
clock,
A.
M.
at
the
of the creditors of
cated to the Post-Master of Kennebunk, the windows in the several streets in which they Alley, of New.York.—Nat. Int.
Counting-House of J. Fiske, & Co., for the
MARY SAYWARD,
had taken their stand, whence they could fire in
would be thankfully received.
purpose
of
organizing
said
Company
and
late of York, in said county, widow,deceased,
comparative safety, upon the troops and the Na
Temperance Address».
transacting such other business as may come
We are gratified to perceive that the editor tional Guards and thus assassinate their brave
The Rev. Mr. Wells, of thislown, will before them, agreeably to the act of incor (whose estate is represented insolvent,} here-»
They kept up in this manner.an
by give notice that six months, commencing
of the Eastport Sentinel has determined to antagonists.
JONA. FISKE,
occasional firing during the entire night which deliver an address before the York County poration.
the 5th day of May, 1834, have been allowed
devote a portion of the columns of that paper, was not returned by the troops ; but when day Temperance Society, at Alfred, on Tuesday
WM. E. HACKER,
to said creditors to bring in and prove their
M. D. LEWIS,
hereafter, to the publication of articles calcu light enabled the latter to act, to take possession evening next, May 27.
claims ; and that we will attend the service
of every barricade and every house which afISAIAH HACKER,
assigned us at the dwelling-house of Alexan
lated to promote the Temperance cause. afforded them shelter was but the work of an
JEREMIAH
BROWN,
der McIntire, in York aforesaid, on the first
HYMENEAL.
Temperance departments in our political pa hoh’r ; and between 7 and 8 o’clock they were
MOSES BROWN,
Tuesday in June next, and the first Tuesdays
DAVID
S.
BROWN.
pers must necessarily exert a salutary influ master of every hostile position.
MARRIED—In Hollis, Mr. Freeman Whit
of the five following months’from 4 o’clock
The National Guards of the Banlieue arrived
May 10,1834.
ence. Many editors have adopted the plan, in Paris during the night, and were stationed in ney, of Gorham, to Miss Lydia Ann Meserve,
to 6 o’clock in the afternoon of said days.
ofH.
Dated the 5th day of May, in the year of
and it is to be hoped that it will ere long be the Place du Carrousal and with other detach
STRAYED.
In
Portsmouth,
Mr.
Ebenezer
Simpson
of
ments, are now patrolling, the disturbed quarters.
Lord one thousand eight hundred and
TRAYED
from
the
subYork,
to.
Miss
Abigail
Adams
of
P.
generally adopted.
At six in the morning when the Dukes of Or
thirty-four.
1
scriber
on
Sunday
last,
a
leans and Nemours, mounted their horses and
ALEX. MclNTIRE,
Letters from the province of New-Bruns rode to the scene of disturbance, taking the
small dark brown COW, four
OBITUARY.
THO’Si SAVAGE.
wick, speak of an extraordinary drought in Quays, Place de Greve and the adjacent streets
years old, strait, thin built, with
DIED—In Kennebunk-port, on the 10th inst., spike horns?" Whoever will give information
that region, no rain of consequence having to the Rue St. Martin, they were received in
fallen since Christmas. The consequence is their progress with the warmest acclamations Mrs. Betsey, wife of Mr. William Jeffery.
CORN & RYE
so that said cow can Be obtained shall be
In Kennebunk-port, yesterday morning, GaptJ
very serious to the lumber trade, as the fail from the troops, the National G uards, and the
FOR SALE BY
suitably rewarded by the subscriber.
D
aniel
M
itchell
,
aged
77
years.
people.
They
returned
to
the
Tuilleries
at
eight
JAMES & ISAAC LORD.
ure ofthe usual spring freshets, and the low
CALEB KIMBALL.
In
Biddeford,
Mrs.
Aurelia,
wife
of
Mr.
Onesness of the streams, have put a stop to any o’clock,
May 24,1834.
Lyman, May 23,1834.
yphorus Bradbury, aged 31 years.
I
In
the
7th
arondissement
the
whole
population,
supplies from the interior.
' I-
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POETRY.

INTERRING TO THE BLIND.
STTE OF MAINE.

PROBATE NOTICES

BOTANICAL HYGEIAN

SFRINGGOODS.

Vegetable

Secr^ry of State’s office, ?
Universal Medicine
«James & Isaac Lord
At a Court of Probate held at York, within
Augusta, April 15, 1834. 5
lived an assortment of HT111? compound vegetable matter conand
for
the
county
of
York,
on
the
first
AVE
just
recei
THE acconanying Resolve appropriating
HYMN TO THE STARS.
o suitable for the ___
of ejffht
eight dinerent
different articles nnlv
only, and
Monday of May, in the year of our Lord One ThousanDollars for the support at the
NEW GOODS,
pres — sists of
Bi D. MARTIN.
is warranted free from any mercurial or
eighteen
hundred
and
thirty
four,
by
the
Hon.
; New Englandlnstitution in Boston, in the ent and approaching season, which they will chymical substances, all of which are consid
Ye burning blazonry of God !
WILLIAM A, HAYES, Judge of said Commonweallof Massachusetts,of such In sell very low.
Ye glittering lights that never die !
ered detrimental to those who take them.
Court:
—CONSISTING OF—
digent Blind psons in this State, as may ap
That pave the realms by seraphs trod !
This medicine consists of two kinds of
DWARD FREEMAN, named Execu pear proper sijects for education at said in B aCd Bo“ite Gre"n ( BROADCLOTHS ■,
And hold untiring watch on high !
Pills put up in one box with a parting, and
tor in a certain instrument purporting stitution, is puished for the information of all
And circling Heaven's eternal King,
designated by No. 1 and 2 ; the No. 1 is the
to be the last will and testament of Nathan

Ye dwell—His glorious fashioning !
interested
in le welfare and happiness of CASS1MERES ;
largest parcel. The box is enclosed with a
iel Freeman, late of York, in said county, that unfortuna class of our fellow beings.
White, Red, Green ? py a mm pi a .
bill of directions and a blue paper strap wound
and
Yellow
\ FLANNELS,
Creation saw your timeless birth,
yeoman, deceased, having presented the same
The followg are the
When from your own clear sapphire skies,
for probate :
Black, Green, and Mixed SATTINETTS ; lengthwise over the box with a flowered label
liULESLVD
REGULATIONS,
Ye gazed upon the virent earth—
on the outside, with the words Botanical Uni
ORDERED—That the said Executor give for the admijion of Beneficiaries into the Plain and Striped Stormants ;
An everlasting paradise !
versal Medicine. This vegetable compound
notice to all persons interested, by causing a New Englan Institution for the Education Hamilton Stripes ; Rouen Cassimeres ;
And seemed to mock with silent gaze,
is warranted good in all cases where any
Black Lasting ;
copy of this order to be published three of the Blind.
Nature’s green garb and tuneless lays !
thing of the nature of a good cathartic is
weeks successively in the Kennebunk Gazette,
Candidatesfor admission must be over six Silk, Flag and Cotton Hdkfs.; Calicoes ;
wanted. The oldest and youngest may take
printed at Kennebunk, that they may appear and under twrity four years of age.
Eng. Gingham ; Green Barrage ;
Since then ye’ve read the world’s black page,
without harm, or danger of taking cold,
at a Probate Court to be held at Kennebunk,
And seen a stream sublime,
They nius produce certificates of incura Barrage Veils ; American and Russia Diaper; it
without altering diet or dress from accustom
Roll its dark waters o’er an age,
in said county, on the first Monday of August ble blindnesl from some respectable physi Cotton Cambrics ;
ed habits. This medicine is sure to give sat
Of countless years of time !
next, at ten of the clock in the forenoon, and cian of regiar standing, also their freedom Cambric, Book and Swiss Muslin ;
In whose deep, dark, unlettered caves,
shew cause, if any they have, why the said in from any eneptic or contagious disorder, or Colored Cambrics ; Edgings and Quillings ; isfaction to all the world if rightly adminis
Earth hides her mighty, as in graves.
strument should riot be proved, approved and from any pysical affliction that would ren White and Brown Linnens ; Bobinett Lace ; tered. It does not require the aid of any
other medicines. In common cases it should
allowed as the last will and testament of the der them uni inmates with others.
Press Crape ; Black Italian do.;
Life's wasting—but ye still shine on,
used as medicine, and not as food as some
said deceased.
Beneficians must produce a certificate Imitation Cambric ; Bishop Lawn ; Long do.; be
And seem to me to be—
other medicines are.
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
from the Sectmen or the overseers of the Colored Florences ; Fancy Hdkfs. ;
The lights upon the horizon,
A true copy—Attest,
The subscriber respectfully invites the pub
Of Eternity’s black sea !
poor of the town, stating that their parents Black and Green Silk ; Ladies’ Cotton Hose ;
lic to call on him and try this medicine. The
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
Stocks ; Thibet Shawls ; Copper-plate ;
Pointing to the far-off sun-lit west,
and
immedite
relatives
are
unable
to
defray
May 10.
Brown and Bleached Shirtings & Sheetings ; public may rest assured that every article in
Where all immortal spirits rest '
the expenseof their education.
this medicine has been thoroughly tried and
They mut produce a certificate of good Ticking ; Warp Yarn, from No. 7 to 20 ;
At a Court of Probate held at York, within moral chareter from the selectmen or cler Suspenders ; Tapes ; Canvass Padding ;
found to be as good as any thing that can be
MY NATIVE STREAMS.
and for the County of York, on the first gyman of thir town.
found in any country. Anyone that wishes
Grass Cloth ; Muslin Capes and Collars ;
[The following stanzas are from a volume of
Monday of May, in the year of our Lord
Garniture, Cap, Taffita and Lutestring for medicine, and are not able or willing to
poems now in press, at Paris, under the title of
They
mat
be
provided
with
at
least
six
eighteen hundred and thirty-four, by the
purchase, are invited to call and take some
u National Songs and Vagaries in Verse,” by J
Ribbons ;
good cottot shirts, two vests, jackets and
W. Lake.]
Honourable WM. A. HAYES, Judge of pantaloons six pairs of socks or stockings ; Spool Cotton ; Coat and Vest Buttons;
for trial, without money or price. Put up in
said Court:
a warranted uniform manner in Providence,
My native streams I my native streams !
two pairs ojboots or shoes ; six pocket hand Kid Gloves;
ARAH MASON, administratrix of the es kerchiefs, nd two black stocks ; all to be in Ladies’ Calf, Kid, Morocco ?
R. I. by
s. PIKE.
Ah ! wherefore did I roam ?
Ah ! why for wild ambition’s schemes
None are genuine unless signed in the sub
tate of Simon Mason, late of Kennebunk good conditon, and the woollens of dark color.
and Prunella
$ SHOGb;
Forsake mv woodland home ?
port, in said county, deceased, having pre The ferrules must be provided with at least Childrens’ Morocco Shoes ; Cotton Batting ; scriber’s hand writing.
The world 1 tried, the world belied
sented her first account of administration of the same quantity of linen and with three Linnen Cambric Pocket Hdkfs. ;
LEADER DAM, No. 29, Prince Street^
My fond fantastic dreams !
the estate of said deceased for allowance :
Oiled Cloth and Cotton Umbrellas ;
Boston, is appointed Agent for the sale of the
gowns
and
dresses.
—
The
clothing
must
be
But there’s truth beside your tranquil tide,
And also her petition for an allowance out of renewed fron time to time, as may be neces American Ginghams ; Bangup Cord ;
above medicine, at wholesale and retail, for
My Native ! Native Streams !
the personal estate of said deceased :
S. Pike of Providence, and by the following,
sary—by tie parents; anything more than Buckram ;
ORDERED—That the said administratrix common minding will not be done at the ex Double and Single Foundation Muslin ;
The silent wood, the silent wood,
persons only at retail: Samuel Andrews.,
give notice to all persons interested, bv pense of thf institution.
Where oft I used to rove ;
Padding; Suspenders.
Seth W. Fowle, Joseph T. Brown, Wm. L.
The murmuring of the moon-lit flood,
causing a copy of this order to be published
Richardson, Asbel Boyden, Benjamin Hig
Each pupil must be provided with a wood
Groceries,
Sweet music made for love !
three weeks successively in the Kennebunk
gins, Erastus S. Holden, Charles French,
Methinks again with fresh delight,
Gazette, printed at Kennebunk, in said coun en chest vith a lock and key ; and of suffi Molasses ; Tobacco ; Cloves ; Salteratus ;
Ambrose Seaton, Pearson and Rowlandy
cient size to contain ail their clothing.
Romance renews her dreams ;
Ginger ; Nutmegs ; Pepper ; Spice ; Indigo ; Charles Holbrook, Whitwell and Richards.
ty, that they may appear at a Probate
All
the
articles
of
clothing
must
be
marked
O ’ there’s beauty in your mirror bright.
Starch
;
Cake
and
Bar
Soap
;
Court to be held at Saco, in said coun
For Sale, wholesale and retail, in Portland,
My Native, Native Streams !
the owner’s name—at full length.
Turks’ Island and Liverpool Salt; Table do.; by Wm. C. Mitchell & Co. Joshua Durgin,
ty, on the first Monday in June next, at ten with
The
friends
of
Persons
desirous
of
availing
Sperm Oil ;
of the clock in the forenoon, and shew cause,
The village fane, the village fane,
John Coe, Henry K. Hinkley and David
*
Which tops the rustic hill ;
if any they have, why the said account themselves of the Bounty of the State are re Young Hyson, Hyson Skin ?
Griffith, Middle street ; in Kennebunk-port,
quested
to
make
written
application
therefor,
and Souchong
$
" ’
The lonely glen, the lover’s lane,
should not be allowed, and the said allow to the Subscriber, (at this Office,) on or be
by Andrew Luqties; in Wells, by Joseph
Both green to memory still !
ance made.
Coffee ; Copperas ; Ahum ; Otter ;
fore the 12th of June next,—stating their Age, Pepper Sauce ; Olive Oil ; Ground Mustard ; Wilson ; in York, by Andrew Clark ; in
Where oft at twilight hour we met
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
Gorham, by J. H. and S. C. Clements;
Sex, Occupation, Abilities, Constitution, Char Ink ; Bell’s Blacking ; Lemon Svrup ;
To whisper youth’s fai.r dreams ;_
A true copy. Attest,
in Limington, by James McArthur, Esq.;
acter, How and when they became Blind, and 8 by 10 and 7 by 9 Glass ;
O ! there’s balm in your sweet waters yet,
WM. Cutter Allen, Register.
in Newfield, by John Adams ; in Alfred,
My Native, Native Streams !
May 10.
S
their situation, and that of their near relatives 4, 6, 8,10, 12, 20 and 40d Nails ; Candles ;
by Nathan Kendall ; in South-Berwick,
in regard to property.
Bar Lead ; Cayenne ; Salt Petre ;
by Doctors Trafton and Parker ; in Limerick,
By order of the Governor and Council.
TEMPERANCE DEPARTMENT.
At a Court of Probate held at Kennebunk,
Sulphur ; Walnuts ; Castana do.; Oranges ; by Stimpson & Co. ; in Dover, by John H.
within andfor the county of York, on the first ROSCOE G. GREENE, Secretary of State.
Bristol Bricks ; Box and Cask Raisins ; Shot; Wheeler and A. A. Tufts; at Great Falls, by
REFORMATION OF DRUNKARDS. Monday in April, in the year of our Lord
Blue Vitriol ; Macaboy and Rappee Snuff; Dr. Wingate, and by most Dealers who pur
[We copy from the Moral Lyceum the follow
STATE OF MAINE.
eighteen hundred and thirty-four, by the Hon
Ground Redwood and Logwood ; Stick do.; chase L. Dam’s medicines, in all of the Newing extracts from a Report of the Montreal Young
ourable WILLIAM A. HAYES, Judge of■ Resolve for the relief of the Indigent Blind. Vinegar ; St. Croix and Havana Sugar;
Men’s Temperance Society, read at their second
said Court:
J
Resolved, That the sum of One Thousand Loaf do. ; Rice ; Pork ; Beef; Mackerel ; England States.
Anniversary on the 16th January.]
July 13,1833.
tf.
RATHAN D. APPLETON and ALVAH Dollars be and hereby is appropriated for the Cod and Hake Fish ; Cheese ; Corn ;
. So impossible has it been thought to re -LN CONANT, guardians of Thomas P., education of indigent Blind, in the State of
Rosin ; Flour ; Chalk ; Corn Brooms ;
form a drunkard, that it has passed into a Clement M., James D., Lucretia H, Oliver, Maine, to be expended by the Governor with Herds Grass and Clover Seed.
DV ALL ITS BRANCHES.
common saying “ that there is no hope of and Frances Farnham, minors and children the advice and consent of Council at their
Hard
the drunkard.” This saying we are happy of Jonathan Farnham, late of Alfred, in said discretion, in defraying in whole or part, up
Shovels ; Hoes ; Spades ;
to find has long been proven untrue, as the county, deceased, having presented their first on application, the expense of placing at the Hay and Manure Forks ; Sickles ; Scythes ;
“OEGS leave to inform the inhabitants of
New
England
Institution
in
Boston
such
in

complete reformation of many thousands accounts of guardianship of their said wards
-O Kennebunk and its vicinity, as well as
digent blind persons as may appear proper Knives and Forks ;
such in Europe and America can testify. for allowance :
Rim, Pad, Chest, Stock, Draw ? T rvr'TrGi
the public generally, that he has commenced
ORDERED—That the said guardians give subjects for education at such Institution.
and Cupboard
$ BUGKb ;
4 Four striking instances of this kind have
business at Kennebunk village. He has an
In the House of Representatives, ?
notice to all persons interested, by causing a
Screws ; Augers ; Norfolk Latches ;
been accomplished through the instrumen copy of this order to be published three
arrangement by which he will receive the la
March 11,1834.
$
Double
and
Single
Plane
Irons
;
tality of this society, as the three first have weeks successively in the Kennebunk Ga
test fashions from Boston, New-York, and
Read and passed.
Butts and Screws ; Brass Kettles ;
other places, immediately after their introduc
NATHAN CLIFFORD, Speaker.
appeared in some of the quarterly reports zette, printed at Kennebunk, in said county,
Hand
Saws
;
Mill
Files
;
Three
Square
do.
;
tion.
we shall only mention the fourth which has that they may appear at a Probate Court to In Senate March 11, 1834, Read and passed.
Iron Squares ; Shovels and Tongs ;
By this, the employment of the best workJOSEPH WILLIAMSON. President.
neye^beep-JW man whom one of the mem be hold at Alfrod, in said county, on the first
m.vh, mwr-a-ptmAprAmteiJiioii to trie calls of
Jack, Pocket and Pen Knives ;
> -^ ATOBERT P. DUNLAP.
bers of your committee found last winter in the forenoon, and shew cause, if any they
his customers, he hopes to merit and receive
have, why the said accounts should not be
Cut Brads and Tacks ; Awl Blades ;
laying in a beastly state of intoxication, he allowed.
a portion of public patronage.
Peg Awls ; Brass Candle Sticks ;
GARDEN
SEEDS.
went up to him and after a great deal of ex
Should any doubt his skill, will they but
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
Shoe Knives ; Scissors ; Spectacles ;
afford him an opportunity, be will, by a good
A true Copy—Attest,
ertion got him on his feet, so drunk was he
Hooks and Eyes ; Shoe Thread ;
D.
REMICH
fit and faithful execution, endeavor to remove
,,
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
that he could scarcely speak. It was a con
AS for sale an assortment of Garden Hair, Side, Small Tooth, and Ivory Combs; their scruples. All garments warranted to
May 3.
6
siderable time before he could tell where he
Seeds, from the Seed Establishment Tea and Table Spoons ; Bed Cords;
suit.
Clothes and Fish Lines ; Horse Brushes ;
lodged, he then stated that he lodged at a
connected with the New England Farmer
Ladies’ Habits cut in a fashionable style, and
Floor
and
Hearth
Brushes
;
Razors
;
Office,
Boston,
which
are
warranted
to
be
of
NOTICE.
certain tavern in the St. Lawrence Suburbs;
other cutting will be attended to with prompt
Selves
;
Cotton
Cards
;
Ox
do.
;
the
crops
of
1833,
and
of
the
first
quality.
FipHE
subscriber
having
contracted
with
thither this person helped him along, and as
ness.
•
Each sort is labelled with directions for its Austin’s Rifles ; Scythe Sneaths ;
they went but slowly he had time to speak -®- the town of Kennebunk, to support the culture.
.
(E/^The
Summer fashions will be received
Scythe
Staves.
poor of said town for one year, hereby gives
in a few days.
to him in a kind but serious manner of the notice that he has made suitable provision for
Among them are the following ;—
Crockery
Ware.
Kennebunk, April 4,1834.
3m.
evils he was bringing upon himself by per- 1them at the town Work-House, and hereby
Light and Dark Blue Tea Setts ; Red do.;
Early Turnip Blood Beet.
sisting in a course of intemperance: so much !forbids all persons harboring or trusting any
Long Blood do.
Light and Dark Blue Printed Plates ;
Early York Cabbage.
was the drunkard’s feeling wrought upon of
* the Paupers of said town, as he is deter
White and Colored Bowls ; Emerald Tea’s ;
Blue Coffee Cups ;
Red Dutch do. (for pickling.)
to pay no bill for their support.
by what was said to him, that he became a mined
1
UST received by the subscriber,a general
Early Horn Carrot.
White and Colored Mugs and Pitchers ;
ALEXANDER G. FURNALD.
good deal sobered and wept like a child,
assortment of
Long
Orange
do.
White
and
Colored
Chambers
;
Kennebunk,
May
1,
1834.
acknowledged his miserable and degraded
Curled Cress.
ENGLISH,
FREMHU
White
and
Colored
Platters
and
Dishes
;
condition. By this time they arrived at the
Early Frame Cucumber.
Mustard Pots; Salt Cellars ; Cream Pitchers ;
AMERTCAET GOODS.
tavern.—The w >man who kept it, came to
Early Curled Silesia Lettuce.
Glass Lamps ; Glass Salt Cellars ; Castors ;
which will be sold on reasonable terms for
the door and told him to be off’, that he
IN PRIME ORDER, for sale by
Royal Cape Head do.
lutnblers ; Vinegar Cruits ; Sugar Bowls; cash or approved credit.
should not get in there that night; the per
Tennisball do.
Basins and Ewers.
MILLER & HALL
v
l
ISAAC FURBISH.
May 9,1834.
Squash Pepper. Radish.
son who brought him to the door went in
Hollow Ware.
Kennebunk, May 3, 1834.
Early Bush Scollop Summer Squash.
after her and reasoned with her on her cruel
Dutch Ovens ; Spiders ; Ear’d Basins ;
Early Long Warted do.
SEEJD.
lea Kettles ; Bake Pans ; Pots ; Kettles ;
conduct, and prevailed upon her to take
Tomato.
ERDS Grass, Clover and Red Top
Cast Iron Fire Dogs ; Wheel Boxes ;
him in. He then left him and said he
JETTAVE just received their stock of Spring
Early
White
Dutch
Turnip.
Seed, just received and for sale by
Waggon do.
would call on the morrow to speak with him
JLJIL Goods, which will be opened early
Ruta Baga do.
MILLER
&
HALL
W>
are.
further on the necessity of abandoning his
next week, when they will be happy to wait
May 1,1834.
White Flat do.
Painted Pails ; Churns ; Wash Tubs ;
on their friends and customers.
present course, which was leading him to
White Mulberry Seed.
Work Baskets ; Dining Chairs ;
May 3, 1834.
ruin ; on the next evening he went to his
(t/33Ornamental Flower Seeds, in; Rakes ; Ox Bows.
JNOTICE.
lodging, and found him sitting quite sober ; qpHE Copartnership heretofore existing be- great variety, comprising some of the most
April 25, 1834.
he was an architect—could earn a dollar a A tween the subscribers, under the firm showy and beautiful Annuals, Biennials and
day—that he had not been long out from of James & William Baston, is this day by Perennials.
LORD CABOT.
Kennebunk, April 7, 1834.
Scotland—that he had left a wife and one mutual consent dissolved. All persons hav
[Price reduced to 25 cents.]
ing
unsettled
accounts
with
said
firm
are
re

Which cures in less than one hour’s appli
rjlHIS beautiful and tboor two children at home—that he had by
quested to exhibit them for settlement to eith
Palm LeaV Hats.
cation. See directions.
rough bred young
drinking with the young men who lodged in er
of the subscribers.
HE subscriber has for sale a large quan
HORSE, is of an HpHE character of this celebrated Ointthe same house acquired a thirst for ardent
JAMES BASTON.
elegant dark Chestnut Color, A ment stands unrivalled for being a safe,.
tity of Palm Leaf Hats, various sizes
spirits, and that he was now a confirmed
WILLIAM BASTON.
and qualities.
WM. LORD.with a star, black main, tailand legs,both I speedy and certain cure for that loathsome
drunkard. The person who called, then
Wells, May 1,1834.
hind feet partially white below the pastern disease called the Itch—and for all kinds of
Kennebunk, April 25, 1834.
urged upon him the necessity of signing the
joints. He is 6 years old in June next ; 15 pimples on the skin. It is also a valuable ar
pledge and removing from the tavern to a
hands high ; with a great share of bone and ticle for the Salt Rheum and Chilblains.
CAPS & HATS.
NOTICE.
he well known JAUNDICE BITTERS-,
private boarding-house ; he signed the
TjAHE subscriber has for sale
HE Copartnership heretofore existing muscle. His Grandsire was the unrivalled T
which are so eminently useful for removing
pledge. This persou did not see him again
Men’s and Boy’s Cloth and
between the subscribers, under firm of Horse American Eclipse, that was sold the all Jaundice and Billions complaints1.
last season, at the age of 19 years, for $10,000,
Morocco Caps, and Boston Fur
for several months, when one day in the
STONE & ALLEN,
Hats of a good quality, which will is this day by mutual consent dissolved, and and now stands on Long Island, in the State Afresh supply is just received,, and for sale by/
street a well dressed young man came up to J .
JOHN LILLIE, Kennebunk,
persons having demands against said firm of New-York, for the use of mares, at $100
him ; at first he did not recognize him, he be sold low for cash.
ENOCH GOODALE, Saco.
WILLIAM SAFFORD.
are requested to present them for payment, the season. His dam by the celebrated Mor
was so much changed for the better ; he then
gan Horse. She would trot a mile in two
Wholesale by
W. C. MITCHELL, Portland,
Kennebunk, May 3, 1834.
and
all
persons
indebted
to
said
firm
are
re

stated that shortly after their last interview,
Henshaw & Co. Delano & Whitney, Hastings,quested to call and settle with the subscri minutes and forty-five seconds, and fifteen Marsh
&, Co. W C. btimpson, Low and Reed, J.P.
he bad removed to a private boarding-house,
miles an hour, with ease ; and is now valued
Samuel Jlendum
bers.
TOBIAS STONE,
Hall and others, Druggists in Boston, and all orders to
high for a brood mare.
that he had made himselfcomfortable in INFORMS his friends and the public that
BENJAMIN ALLEN.
be addressed to Jesse Daniell, & Co. Dedham, Mass.
every respect—that he had saved a consid < he continues to carry on the Tailoring
LORD CABOT
Kennebunk, April 23, 1834.
Will be at his Stable in Biddeford, the
erable sum of money—and that he intended Business, in a neat and Fashionable manner
Sabbath School Hooks.
present Season, ready to wait upon visitors, f M1HE Sabbath Schools in this vicinity can
going home this last fall for his wife and at his shop in Kennebunk Village.
TAKE NOTICE.
He
would
also
give
information
that
he
re

at
the
usual
low
price
of
S
even
D
ollars
,
to
children to bring them out in the Spring ;
supplied with the publications of
lO ANA WAY from the sub- insure a foal. All Mares disposed of within r nv
the Massachusetts S. School Union and vari
he acknowledged the kindness of this per- <ceives the fashions as often as they are report
•■A scriber, on the 16th inst.
ed. The Spring and Summer fashions are nowa year, will be charged as with foal.
ous other Sabbath School Books, at the same
George Augustus Furbish,
son who he said was the means of saving ireceived.
HENRY RHODES, Groom.
prices as they are sold at the S. S. Depository
an
indented
apprentice
at
the
him from misery and woe. If this society
Kennebunk, May 10,1834.
We the undersigned, having known Lori> in Boston, by applying at the stqre of the sub
Shoemaking business. Said
had done nothing else than have been the
boy, having broken his in Cabot from a colt, do without hesitation pro scribers.
means of saving this individual from a drunk
The 2d, 3d and 4th volumes of the Union
dentures, will not again be nounce him a first rate thorough bred Horse,
ard’s grave and drunkard’s doom, they have
HEESE TUBS; Churns; Keeler-Tubs; suffered to return. I therefore hereby forbid and well deserving the patronage of the public. Questions for sale as above.
not been united in vain.
RUFUS BANKS,
„
t
MILLER & HALL.
Milk-Pails, &c. &c. For sale by,
all persons harboring or trusting said boy on
Kennebunk, April 24,1834.
STEPHEN LITTLEFIELD,
my account, as I will not pay any debts of
„
MILLER & HALL
JERE. MILLIKEN.
May 2, 1834.
any name or nature, of his contracting.
The Christian’s Pattern:
Biddeford, March 15, 1834.
4m.
NOTICE.
R Pious Reflections for every day in the
MOSES LITTLEFIELD, 3d.
npHE members of the York County MedWells,
April
18,1834.
month. Collected chiefly from Thomas
TO FARMERS.
ED TOP SEED, for sale by
A ical Society, are hereby notified that
h Kempis, with additions. By Edward Up
A PAIR of good broad rimmed Wheels,
ALCOM’S BIBLE ^DICTIONARY
WILLIAM LORD.
an adjourned meeting of the Society will be
ham. Reprinted from the London edition. -O. ready to receive the tire, with axle and .
April 19, 1834.
held in Kennebunk, on Wednesday, the 28th
Lincoln’s Sabbath School Class book
This day published and fonsale by
drafts, for sale low by the subscriber.
of May, at 10 o’clock A. M. at the house of
Musical
Manual
—
and
a
variety
of
other
ZA
ORN, for sale by the subscriber.
_
D. REMICH.
JAMES LITTLEFIELD.
Nathaniel M. Towle.
books for Sabbath Schools and S. S. Libraries. V7
Kennebunk, April 15,1834.
WM, LORD.
Kennebunk-landing, April 25,1834.
For sale by
.
B* SMART, Secretary.
D. REMICH.
April 25,1834.
»
April 18,1834.
J
From the Mobile Register.
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